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IN THIS iSSUE

The Quest for Excellence

B

ack in my undergraduate days at Boston
College, I would see the school’s motto,
“Ever to Excel,” everywhere. In the classrooms, the cafeterias, and even on the athletic fields. I never did think much about the saying
at the time, just passed it off as a crafty device by the
Jesuits to get us to stop whining about all the homework and get down to business.
Today, with the wisdom of multiple decades of hindsight, I realize just how relevant the notion of “Ever to
Excel” is to just about every aspect of life—personal,
professional, you name it. If you’re not always striving for excellence (OK, if you’re not at least moving
forward), you run the risk of backsliding into old and
largely unproductive ways.
That message comes through loud and clear in
this May/June 2009 issue of SCMR. A recurring
theme here is that the pursuit of excellence in supply chain management is no longer a choice. It’s an
absolute imperative, given the kind of economy we’re
competing in today. So where do you begin the quest
for supply chain excellence?
Let’s start with procurement and sourcing. What
are the traits of excellence that differentiate the
leaders from the others? Our interview with Randy
Watson, co-director of A.T. Kearney’s Assessment of
Excellence in Procurement study, reveals that the
answer can be summed up in three factors: a clear
mandate from management, an unswerving emphasis on delivering value, and a willingness to invest in

people, processes and technology.
Drawing on the survey findings,
Watson tells how companies can
get on track to developing these
same competencies in their own
organizations.
Sumantra Sengupta, in his feature article, gives not one but ten
ideas for achieving excellence—or Frank Quinn, Editor
as he puts it, for generating value. (781) 734-8652
Some of these have to do with fquinn@reedbusiness.com
basic logistics process; others with
technology; still others with the
corporate culture. But the key for readers is that they
all fall in the domain of the supply chain professional
to execute.
And don’t even think about getting on the fast track
to excellence if you don’t have the horses to ride. Or as
David Aquino and Kevin O’Marah of AMR Research
more accurately put it, the real key to any measure of
supply chain success is to have the right leadership
and talent in place. Where will these individuals come
from? How can you be sure that they have the mindset and skills to succeed in a wildly changing business
environment? The experts from AMR Research provide the answers in their comprehensive report.
The quest for supply chain excellence is not a
quixotic one. It’s a real, achievable goal. And when
and if you do achieve it, remember that you can’t
rest. As always, it’s “Ever to Excel.”
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I nS IGH T S
B Y LARRY LAPIDE

Focus on Revenues, Too
By paying more attention to the revenue side, supply
chain professionals can help their companies see through
the tough economic times.

Larry Lapide is a
researcher at the
MIT Center for
Transportation &
Logistics and a lecturer
at the Boston campus
of the University of
Massachusetts. He
welcomes comments on
his columns at llapide@
mit.edu.

In difficult times, the first gut reaction of businesses is to drastically cut costs and inventories. Supply chain managers are charged with
executing the cuts, and in getting totally consumed with this awesome responsibility they
often lose sight of other goals. However, as
an advocate of supply chain’s critical role in
demand management—defined as the matching of supply and demand during planning as
well as real-time execution—I believe managers can also help shape demand. In doing so,
they can bolster profits and enhance top-line
revenues by not overlooking opportunities
when they arise.
I’ve seen various anecdotal situations that
demonstrate how managers overlook revenueand profit-enhancing opportunities in their
pursuit of goals focused primarily on cost and
inventory reductions. I discuss three of these
in this column.

The Emergency Service Giveaway
In my November 2007 SCMR Insights column,
titled “Free Service—Could It Be a Bad Idea?”,
I discussed a personal situation in which my
heating-system dealer provided me with free
emergency service for a motor I needed around
the holidays. The dealer’s workers spent a lot
of complimentary time and effort searching
around for a replacement motor, while the
manufacturer’s support organization was on
an extended holiday. I certainly appreciated
the extra effort. However, the manufacturer
lost money because under the circumstances I
would have paid handsomely for the motor had
the dealer been able to get it from the manufacturer on an emergency basis; yet there was
6
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no formal program to do so.
I went on to discuss the fact that historically service parts organizations typically start by
providing ad-hoc free emergency service before
learning that they should develop a for-fee service program for a least two reasons. The first
is to generate incremental service revenues;
the second is that providing a free ad-hoc service eventually alienates good dealers that don’t
abuse the system, when they become aware
of dealers that do. Thus, the heating-system
manufacturer in my case was overlooking an
opportunity to garner additional service-parts
revenue, as well as likely negatively impacting
customer service in the long-run.

Budgets Can Hamper a Revenue-Focus
I recently had a conversation with a construction-industry manager who proudly boasted
that he had sent a pallet of construction supplies via airfreight at an expense of over a
thousand dollars. Why was he proud of this?
He said that it was in support of a large multimillion dollar customer that gladly covered
the cost of the shipment. A while later he got
a phone call from his boss, asking why he did
something so dumb. After explaining why he
shipped it, the boss sheepishly admitted it
made sense. However, in his parting statement, the boss told him not to do something
like that again because it was going to exceed
the airfreight budget.
In effect, both the boss and the budget
reinforced that the manager should focus
more on costs than on providing extra customer service for an important customer, even
one willing to pay for it.
www.scmr.com
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Limited Focus on the High-Margin
A former colleague went to work for a major healthcare
company’s medical device business unit (BU). The company was a broad provider of hospital needs that deploys
a shared-logistics service strategy, which consolidates all
logistical operations under a single organization in order
to take advantage of the cost savings derived from economies of scale. All inventories were held within the same
warehouse, since customers buy across all business units
and the BUs share customer ship-to locations.
My colleague’s BU marketed the company’s fastest
growing and highest priced and margined products—
experiencing margins (let’s say for illustrative purposes)
of over 75 percent. It was a small-volume BU, however,
in terms of units sold and customer orders. The higher
volume and lower margin products were marketed by
other BUs; these had margins (again, illustratively) in
the 10 percent range. Orders for these BUs got virtually all of the attention from the company’s warehouse
director.
The director was focusing the lion’s share of his
resources to service the other BUs, at the expense of
the smaller, fast-growing BU. Over time, my colleague
was able to convince the director to expend more
resources on his BU’s orders by arguing that shipping

2009-2010 Executive
Education Courses
World-Class Transportation & DistributionSM
July 14-17, 2009
Logistics Performance, Cost & Value Measures
August 18-21, 2009

out a case of his high-margin products generates more
margin than shipping out a full truckload of the lowmargin products.
What the warehouse director was initially doing
appears to make sense. He was allocating his workforce
based on order volumes and treating all orders the same.
Had he been more margin- and revenue-focused he
would have realized that it is better to spend one laborhour on an order that will generate a 75 percent margin,
than on an order with a 10-percent margin.
A common theme among the above anecdotes is
that supply chain managers are often tasked only keeping down costs and inventories, and have no revenueoriented goals. Thus, the heating-system manufacturer
and its dealer leave revenue on the table by giving away
emergency services; the construction manager will likely skimp on servicing future customers (even when an
important customer is willing to pay for extra service);
and the warehouse manager initially put the company’s
high-margin, high-growth business at risk.
I hope these three anecdotes energize you to look for
revenue opportunities during these tough times—even
if your company is not asking you to. A revenue focus
might help your company get through this economic
downturn and thrive when the economy improves.
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TEChNOLOGY

Technology’s Role in
Risk Management
Risk management is getting new attention in the wake of
current economic woes. You need to consider IT investment
if you want to strengthen your risk management plan.
By Noha Tohamy and John Hagerty

Noha Tohamy
(ntohamy@
amrresearch.
com), is a vice
president at
AMR Research.
John Hagerty
(jhagerty@
amrresearch.
com) is a vice
president and
research fellow
at the firm.

Everyone manages risk,
whether they know
it or not. It could be
done through a formal
program, with strucidentification,
tured
assessment, probability
analysis, and mitigation
actions all supported
with a technology-based risk framework. Or it
could be a simple mental check to evaluate risks
based on a gut feeling before completing a business transaction.
Today’s turbulent times have trebled risk management awareness as a formal discipline. But
most companies are still at the early stages, simply attempting to frame risk as it relates to their
business operations and strategy. They look for
education and guidance on how to turn risk theory into defendable, ongoing risk management
practice. In fact, they’re already spending billions
of dollars in pursuit of this goal.

Risk Managed from Bottom Up
Because many companies are still in the early
stages of maturity, risks are identified within different organizational silos (even, in many cases,
within departments of a larger organization) and
then monitored and mitigated without benefit
of the bigger risk picture. Exhibit 1 portrays the
state of risk management today.
While all risks can eventually be categorized
as enterprise risks, they almost always are subcategorized as either strategic or operational
risks. For example, security and privacy concerns
generally fall under operational risk. But when
security gaps influence brand identity, with mas8
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sive consumer data breaches impacting retailer
reputations, it becomes an important strategic
risk as well.
Consider the following:
• With many critical business and IT processes
now executed by outsourcers and/or service providers, organizations are developing strategies to
mitigate risks if service levels are not achieved.
• While IT risk has historically been defined
in terms of security and/or disaster recovery,
organizations are taking a broader view to evaluate overall effectiveness. IT has been managing
its risks in silos for years, but it’s not common to
find the risks linked to the potential real business
impacts that could result should they materialize—that is, except for the discipline of business
continuity.
• Financial risk is the current that flows
through all others. While it’s relatively mature,
the current global economic cycle has once again
put financial risk front and center.
Some pundits associate risk management
excellence with being a triathlete: It’s not just
mastering one discipline, but being a superb, allaround competitor.

What Can Companies Do?
Controlling risk and cost in a volatile environment demands higher levels of trading partner
accountability, closer collaboration and planning
with suppliers, and shrewd investment in IT to
improve supply chain visibility.
AMR Research defines supply chain risk as:
The inherent uncertainty associated with managing the supply chain to profitably respond to
demand. Supply chain risk spans activities in
sourcing, supplier management, production and
www.scmr.com
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(continued)

manufacturing, distribution and logistics, demand manRespondents also indicated they will increase their sourcagement and customer fulfillment. Supply chain risks also
ing and manufacturing activities nearshore at a rate of 3 to 1.
stem from macro factors like the economy, the environCompanies also plan to increase manufacturing and sourcing
ment, and geopolitical events.
activities in China, but far more slowly than originally planned.
In the first quarter of this year, AMR Research surveyed
Manage the supplier base and collaborating with trading
hundreds of companies on their supply chain risk activipartners
ties. Here’s what we found:
Respondents cited closer collaborative relations with trad• Lower consumer spending led the list of risks in the
ing partners, passing costs to the customer, and dual/multiAMR Research survey, with 37 percent of the respondents
sourcing strategies and using redundant suppliers as the top
identifying it as the top risk. Additionally, only 15 percent
three strategies to better manage supplier risk. These align
of the respondents expect this risk to decrease by next year.
with the increasing awareness of the multi-enterprise interAnd as retailers cut their inventories in the face of softendependencies in global supply chains. Establishing solid relaing demand, this risk is cascading up consumer and industions with trading partners through robust performance-based
trial supply chains.
contracts or collaboration with their channel partners can
• While contending with a shrinking, unpredictable
allow companies the flexibility to readjust their supply chain
consumer demand, companies continue to struggle with
strategies in the face of severe and unanticipated change.
product quality failures. In the survey, 35
EXHIBIT 1
percent of the respondents identified supply product quality failure as the second
A Risk Management Framework
top risk. Most recently, the U.S.-based
peanut butter recall highlighted the farEnterprise Risk
reaching results of such quality assurance
failures not only to the culprit producer,
but to the bottom line and brand image of
Strategic Risk
Operational Risk
more than 2,100 supply chains of impacted products.
• The risk of intellectual property (IP)
Outsourcing
Supply
Financial
IT Risk
...........
and Service
infringement and the challenge to protect IP
Chain Risk
Risk
Provider Risk
rights will only grow over the next few years.
With a shift to a content and digital-based
Source: AMR Research
economy, company success will be predicatThrough joint business continuity planning with critical suped on product innovation and IP development and protection.
pliers, manufacturers can accurately assess the total value at
IP infringement risk, especially in developing areas like China
risk as well as devise quick recovery plans that would miniand Eastern and Central Europe, challenges many high-tech,
mize the impact of this disruptive event.
life sciences, and pharmaceutical companies.

Staying Balanced On Shifty Ground

Final Thoughts

One thing is clear: There is no one-size-fits-all winning
strategy for minimizing supply chain risk. Moreover, the
one thing supply chains must be prepared for is change.
The only successful approach to managing supply chains
is to assume constant change and embed the ability to
shift focus, reshape supply chain strategies, and rebalance
resources on a more frequent basis.
We suggest that companies embark on the following
mitigation strategies to reduce risk and improve supply
chain performance:
Rebalance geographic manufacturing and sourcing portfolios
Survey respondents reported that sourcing and manufacturing in India has the highest expected increase, with a ratio of 8
to 1, compared to a 3 to 1 ratio in our survey from late 2008.

Risk is omnipresent. While risk theory says all risks should
be managed from the top down, we see virtually all risks
today being managed from the bottom up. This isn’t bad—
it’s just the reality of today’s business environment, with significant disruptions occurring where there is no established
best practice. Risks are interconnected: supply chain risks
have downstream financial implications, and seemingly
benign IT risks may result in major brand image impacts.
Supply chain risk mitigation requires a healthy mix of
business practice change and IT systems to support that
practice. No longer can risks be managed on the back of an
envelope. They must be identified, assessed, and appropriately mitigated. And to do that well, you must also employ
business systems and IT support to make it happen in a
repeatable, sustainable, and cost-effective manner.

www.scmr.com
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PROF ILES in LEADERSHIP

End-to-End Evangelist:

Angel Mendez
By John Kerr

“T

John Kerr is a
special projects
editor for
Supply Chain
Management
Review
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here are several members of my staff ply chain is not only about containing costs; it must
who are a bit unconventional.” That’s be viewed as an engine of growth. So it is not surthe cheerful admission from Angel prising when he says from early in his career, he
Mendez. It’s an admission that applies just as well has “tried to behave like a general manager first
to Mendez himself, not only in terms of his actual and a supply chain manager second.”
responsibilities but in terms of his vision of what
Mendez’ outlook has clearly been molded by
“supply chain” should really mean.
his 24 years in management, and by his early work
As Cisco Systems’ supply chain chief, Mendez experiences. He holds a master’s degree in busiexplains that some members of his team are career ness administration from The Crummer School at
salespeople while others are general managers. Rollins College and a Bachelor of Science degree
That is by way of explaining that his role—indeed, in electrical engineering from Lafayette College.
the whole supply chain function at the communi- Prior to Cisco, he was the Senior Vice President
cations equipment comof Global Operations for
pany—is about much more
PalmOne Inc. He then worked
than a conventional supfor 11 years at GE in a series of
plier-side view.
increasingly responsible manuAngel Mendez’ title is
facturing and supply-chain
Senior Vice President of
management assignments. At
Customer Value Chain
AlliedSignal, he led the aeroManagement. His remit
space sector’s international
spans everything from the
sourcing operation and later
supply side through to
headed supply-chain efforts at
corporate quality and cusAerospace Equipment Systems,
tomer service operations.
then the corporation’s largest
He leads a global organizabusiness unit.
tion responsible for helping
Later, at Citigroup, Mendez
Cisco provide customers
was a division executive for
with a total quality experiglobal procurement, leading
ence spanning collaborative
the consolidation of supplyplanning, product design, Angel Mendez emphasizes the human
chain management activities
manufacturing,
product aspects of the end-to-end supply chain. during the merger of Citicorp
quality, order management,
and Travelers Group. And at
delivery and customer
personal computer company
service. His entire organization comprises about Gateway Inc., he was responsible for global sup10,000 of Cisco’s employee base of approximately ply chain management, facilitating operational
60,000 worldwide.
improvements by upgrading the supply chain orga“I approach the supply chain with a different nization, improving supplier quality and impleperspective,” he says. He insists that supply chain menting Six Sigma. “I’ve got a pretty well-rounded
leaders must be able to demonstrate that the sup- view of different business dynamics,” he says.
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Built-In Global Perspective
Born in Havana, Cuba, Mendez and
his family moved to Puerto Rico when
he was two years old. Neither of his
parents had an education past the seventh grade, but he grew up in an environment that prized education, and
that taught respect for others’ points of
view.
When he interviewed at Cisco some
years ago, the company’s view of the
supply chain function still revolved
around suppliers, logistics and manufacturing. His first responsibility there
covered those functions—“symbolic of
a narrower view of the supply chain,”
he says. But he actively voiced his
broader vision of what the function
entailed, and he began to enlist support from other executives. “I’ve been
driving this from the moment I interviewed for the job,” he says.
Mendez is not the first to conceive
of the end-to-end idea of value chain
management; research firm Forrester
Research has been vocal about it for
some time. But he was the one who
drove the effort to make into the strategic and operational reality at Cisco.
It was no overnight change: Although
Cisco enjoys what Mendez describes
as “enlightened leadership,” he and his
group still had to go through an evolution to get to the new reality. “You have
to earn the right to have those broader
responsibilities,” he notes.
The first step was to drive Cisco’s
manufacturing functions to much higher levels of performance. The MX initiative—for Manufacturing Excellence—
was a far-reaching change management
program that transformed the gamut of
production disciplines at Cisco, from
product development all the way to
reverse logistics. With the manufacturing wins in place—and visible to the
rest of the executive team—Mendez
was able to lead his group toward the
End to End Supply Chain Management
program. “We changed the actual name
of our organization to “Global Supply
Chain Management,” he says. The new
www.scmr.com

organization now embraced the quality management function and brought
a holistic global perspective to management of Cisco’s supply chain.
The migration to true value chain
management was precipitated not only
by the clear successes of the Global
Supply Chain Management program
but also by the shifts in Cisco’s business as a whole. “This is a very different company than when I joined,”
declares Mendez. “We are far more
global than we were
four years back. Then,
we were fundamentally
a switching and routing
company focused on the
enterprise. But we began
to expand our small- and
mid-sized
businesses
segment—and doing consumer products. We started innovating at a much
higher rate.”
As a consequence, Cisco’s operations became markedly more complex—more products through many
more channels. “It became very evident that there were many other ancillary functions that were important
to the customer,” says Mendez. His
organization started identifying ways
to grow the business through supply
chain capabilities. One of the most
important functions that now sits
within Mendez’ orbit: Cisco’s “customer listening” function, using realtime, state-of-the-art techniques to
gather both technical and non-technical feedback.
One example of how the new
approach pays off: Mendez’ organization took its lean production initiative
into Cisco’s reseller channel. “What
we found was that no one had ever
engaged the distributors with opportunities to lean down the product
once it left our dock,” he notes. The
Customer Value Chain organization
has been able to increase the velocity of the chain by implementing
lean practices among distributors and
value-added resellers.

(continued)

Building His Workforce
With such a huge and diverse staff—
from logistics specialists to general
manager types, from manufacturing
process experts to the career salespeople mentioned earlier—Mendez
has a full-time human resources professional on staff. “We spend quite
a bit of time on talent acquisition,”
he notes. “We have a person on staff
whose title is ‘Talent Excellence.’
When I hire people, I try to develop

“When I hire people, I
try to develop general
management thinking.”
general management thinking.” His
HR leader helps the group take a very
deliberate approach to leadership and
development, with significant investments of time in Cisco’s Management
Development Initiative (MDI).
Mendez also notes that his HR
teams help him invest in those at director level and above, sending groups of
up to 100 to executive education sessions at institutions such as Stanford
University, MIT, and Thunderbird
University.
The Cisco executive takes his endto-end message out to the Supply
Chain Management Institute at the
University of San Diego; he is on the
board at SCMI with industry leaders such as Dave Nelson and Paul
Novak. He concedes that there is
plenty of evangelizing to do outside of
Cisco. “Generally speaking, academics in the supply chain space are too
specialized,” he declares. “You can go
to a school that’s very good at teaching procurement, or at teaching engineering, but what’s missing is that
end-to-end approach. The academic
world needs to catch up with the real
world of supply chain. The world is
moving faster than the textbooks are
being written.”
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Where does business go to find the
right talent to build a 21st century
supply chain organization? This
core question drove a visionary
group of practitioners, academics
and associations to join forces and
define the ideal model of a modern
supply chain professional, how they
need to be educated, and how they
can deliver competitive advantage.
The answer: Universities can and
will deliver the talent—but not
without a solid push from industry.
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s recently as ten years ago, the impact of
the Internet on business was minimal.
Connectedness between supply chain sites
such as factories and warehouses as well as
operational links to other business functions
like research and development or sales was
limited at best. The dominant model for finding supply chain talent boiled down to recruiting managers with
direct experience in narrow functional skills like logistics and
transportation, inventory control, or purchasing. Professional
associations played a key role by certifying mastery of specific
techniques. For site-specific jobs, unburdened by the 24x7 pressures of our post-Internet global supply chain, these largely
vocational talent pools were adequate.
An interesting thing happened, however, along the way to
2009. Supply chain professionals, especially those steeped in
principles like Lean and Six Sigma were among the first to really
grasp the implications of our new connectivity for the materials
management core of all these disciplines. Inventory gradually
morphed from being regarded as an asset to more of a liability,
and practitioners saw that integration from customer demand
back through distribution all the way to procurement of raw
materials was the key to business performance. Once supply
management fully embraced the outsourcing of manufacturing
to third parties in low-cost countries, the picture of our 21st
century global supply chain had come into focus—and with it
the emerging ideal supply chain organization.
Unfortunately, the degree programs in many major universities were still largely teaching to functional skills rather than the
broader view demanded by this new global supply chain. At one
level, the concept of “value chain,” as popularized by Michael
Porter of the Harvard Business School, had begun to take root.
However, this was more often applied as a purely conceptual
tool used by consultants to help business rethink strategy rather
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than as an operating blueprint for execution.
The need for a strong voice pushing for strategic relevance combined with practical applicability had become
clear. Enter the Global Supply Chain Professional
Development Committee.

Academia, Industry and Associations
Converge
More than two years ago, a group of recognized supply chain
leaders including Procter & Gamble, Intel, and Boeing,
along with several universities including Michigan State
www.scmr.com

and Penn State, assembled to tackle this issue. Insufficient
talent pools both in total recruiting numbers and competency coming out of universities, as well as too few alignment
points between industry, academia, and professional societies like APICS or the Institute for Supply Management
(ISM), were hindering the development of cutting-edge
supply chain organizations. The group launched the Global
Supply Chain Professional Development Committee with
the intent of closing not only the talent gap, but also the
persistent misunderstanding of what defines the modern
supply chain organization.
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Building the Talent Attribute Model
As part of the mobilization of this defined vision, AMR
Research was commissioned to construct the industry
study early in 2008. During the survey development
cycle, it became clear that part of the challenge of constructing a comprehensive supply chain curriculum
stemmed in part from a lack of clarity around the responsibilities of modern supply chains. Jake Barr, a supply
chain executive from P&G, drove discussion toward a
wider definition of how the modern supply chain works
with the rest of the business to satisfy the ever-changing demands of customers. AMR Research worked with
all members of the group to distill the Talent Attribute
Model shown in Exhibit 1.
EXHIBIT 1
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The core of many supply chain professionals’ toolkit has for some years been built on the SCOR (Supply
Chain Operations Reference) model. The four most
essential building blocks of SCOR are Plan, Source,
Make and Deliver. Each of these has of course been
deeply detailed over the years by the Supply Chain
Council and its body of practitioners in industry. In
layman’s terms these four building blocks align closely
with traditional business functions of forecasting and
planning, purchasing or procurement, manufacturing or
production, and finally logistics and distribution. Exhibit
14
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1 shows these four (along with three new disciplines,
which will described later) in the center of the circle
representing the core functional skills of a modern supply chain professional.
The three additional core skills shown on the diagram reflect the new influence of 21st century realities
on the day-to-day worries of a well-rounded supply chain
practitioner. They are first, NPDL, which means new
product development and launch, customer service, and
post-sales support. As skills demanded of supply chain,
these three “stations” (as the committee came to call
them) represent areas of overlapping responsibility with
other important business functions including research
and development, sales, and service. The term “station”
stuck because these functional skills do not necessarily come with hard-line organizational ownership, but
rather a duty to share knowledge and accountability for
the flow of work across functions. For example, mastery
of the NPDL station in a typical consumer electronics
company doesn’t mean engineering reports to supply
chain, but that strategic sourcing collaborates with platform engineers to choose components that are low cost,
reliably available, and easily assembled.
Outside the core circle of functional skills are four
important enabling stations that an ideal supply chain
professional should master. The first of these stations
is Performance Measurement and Analytics, which
means the ability to choose and define appropriate measures for supply chain processes as well as mastery of
tools and techniques to dig into operating data for both
post-mortem analysis of work and predictive analysis of
trends. The importance of this station is easy to overlook
because so many numbers and metrics dominate discussions with sales, finance, and other disciplines that we
sometimes get the impression that performance measurement is someone else’s job. This is wrong. Supply
chain professionals are actually better positioned to master this station than other disciplines because supply
chain cuts across so many functions of the business. For
proof, consider sales’ view on performance measurement,
which focuses almost exclusively on top-line revenue.
Anyone who has experienced sales making their number
by selling an unprofitable or just plain impossible bill of
goods knows the danger of performance measurement
that lacks balance. Supply chain, by its nature, is all
about tradeoffs. Plus, the supply chain discipline tends
to be filled with people who are not afraid of numbers,
mathematics, or information systems.
The second enabling station is Technology
Enablement. Like Performance Measurement and
Analytics, this skill is often mistakenly seen as someone
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else’s job, in this case the information technology function. Certainly, the CIO’s organization owns accountability for most of the enabling technologies associated
with managing the overall business, including typically
the enterprise backbone, which is generally an ERP system. However, years of analysis by AMR Research and
practitioners around the world has shown that functional
requirements in supply chain, from demand forecasting
to warehouse management, rarely come “out of the box”
from an ERP vendor. Worse, the incentives for CIOs
clearly favor standardization of software applications; this
means the rollout of needed IT tools too often happens
according to the release schedules of big vendors and/or
the project plans managed by the big systems integrators.
Today’s supply chain professional needs to know what IT
tools are available, how to select them, and how to get
them installed and running. As with NPDL, this generally doesn’t mean owning IT, but rather actively influencing the wider decision-making authority.
The third enabling station is Governance. This area
is probably the most challenging for the typical supply
chain professional because it requires assembling skills
from the other stations and mirroring decision-making
processes elsewhere in the organization. The need for
standards in data definitions, operating procedures, and
even ethical or regulatory compliance rules demands an
ability to understand far-reaching implications of what
may seem to be trivial decisions. For example, special
delivery concessions for one big customer may seem
fine in isolation, but multiplied across all customers
can ruin the operation as a whole. Similarly, purchasing
lower cost parts from a supplier with a poor safety record
might work once, but over time is likely to lead to trouble. Hewlett Packard discovered this reality as it drove
responsible sourcing in its largely Chinese supplier base.
The main finding after hundreds of detailed reviews
was that safe, responsible suppliers were also dramatically better in quality and on-time delivery. This type of
outcome depends on a strong governance process since
one-time incentives clash with longer term goals.
The final enabling station may be the most important. Strategy and Change Management implies vision.
This is where the 21st century supply chain professional
is most different from his or her predecessors. Where
once supply chain served the factory, delivering materials or parts into production and shipping finished product to customers, today’s supply chain is the entire material flow of the business. Many of the world’s best supply
chain organizations run no factories at all. And yet, products are planned, sourced, made and delivered. Often,
it is the very clockspeed at which the supply chain can
www.scmr.com

redefine its network that separates winners from losers
as technology and consumer demands change.
The key insight here is that supply chain professionals today are really value chain engineers—experts in the
art of the possible and the profitable. R&D may discover
the breakthrough and marketing may whip up customer
buzz, but there is no business until supply chain scales
it to profitability. Grasping this equation and being able
to influence others in the business is the highest art
of the modern supply chain professional. Tellingly, the
best will be those who can build on a core functional
skill set, as shown in Exhibit 1, and can use each of the
enabling stations surrounding the core to carry the day
with the CEO. It may all start with inventory control,
but it ends with shareholder value. Strategy and Change
Management means mastering all these levels of debate.

How Close Are We to the Ideal?
The Global Committee rallied around the survey and data
collection process ensuring that we captured a strong,
useful sample. When the survey closed, 287 companies
had responded and our analysis yielded several valuable
insights both about what the ideal supply chain organization looked like and how companies reflect that ideal.
We witnessed substantial diversity across the individual company’s span of control. (See Exhibit 2). Perhaps
the most familiar supply chain function—logistics—was
the most widely present in companies surveyed. Over 77
percent of the companies include the Deliver station in
their span of control. Also well represented were Plan
(68 percent) and Source (63 percent) among companies
surveyed for which stations were within the control of
the supply chain organization. Next most common was
the Customer Management function. While this was
reported as within the supply chain span of control by
52 percent, there were substantial differences in what
EXHIBIT 2
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Milestones on a Supply
Chain Journey

H

ere are the milestones of one high-tech manufacturer’s 18-year supply chain journey:
1990—No centralized planning, customer service, or
logistics. All are scattered among geographies, businesses,
and disciplines.
1990-1995—Began five-year process for logistics
decentralization. Included the assignment of a V.P. of logistics that owned the process.
1994—Added planning. Added long-range capacity
planning, operational planning, and embarked on new ERP
implementation.
1997-2000—Integrated warehouses built. Built four
integrated warehouses to store both raw materials and
finished goods at key assembly sites.
2004—Added customer service areas. Became
Customer Fulfillment Planning and Logistics.
Today—Appointed executive V.P. of supply chain.
Responsible for all technology, materials, and customerfacing activities, and charters projects based on the ownership and wisdom of the broadened organization.
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capacity is returned to the contract manufacturer.
Far less commonly found under the supply chain’s
span of control are two areas that may end up offering
the biggest impact to companies able to master them.
The first is NPDL, which less than a third (31 percent)
of companies include in the supply chain organization’s
span of control. While this finding is not a surprise, it
does indicate that most companies persist in throwing
products over the wall from R&D or product development to supply chain to source, make, and deliver the
goods. The biggest issue here has to do with speed. In
today’s information-enabled world, new product development and launch is under ever greater pressure to
rapidly define, design, promote, supply, and support new
products. A classic internal metric of success is first pass
yield. For organizations unable to include NPDL within
the supply chain’s span of control, first pass yield will
generally suffer as new materials, formulations, and
processes are debugged after release to manufacturing.
Integrated product and process engineering prevents
much of this trial and error—and in the process achieves
higher first pass yield as well as shorter time to market.
IBM pioneered this process back in the 1990s and has
since been among the most aggressive in linking supply
chain to product development.
Finally, Post-Sales Support lags all stations with no
more than 25 percent of companies surveyed including this within supply chain’s span of control. It is reasonable to think that different industries have radically
different requirements here—from an extreme such as
Komatsu for whom service is a huge part of the customer
value proposition to food and beverage makers where
post-sales support hopefully never comes up at all (think
consumer recalls, not retailer service). While we might
expect this figure to remain well below 100 percent, it
seems reasonable to expect post-sales support to grow as
companies find more profit opportunity attached to the
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Supply Chain Span of Control: Enabling Skills
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this meant. Customer fulfillment, for instance, which
is an extension of order management, is fairly common.
An example would be a large consumer packaged goods
company whose fulfillment process to grocery retail customers is clearly a supply chain function. It’s much less
common to find customer management responsibilities
within supply chain organizations where the product is
an industrial product like heavy equipment.
One interesting, and troubling finding is the small
percentage (a minority 40 percent) of companies for
whom Make is within the span of control of supply
chain. This appears to hearken back to the days when
the factory was king and supply chain served it, rather
than the other way around. The examples on both sides
are fairly stark and obvious—one automotive supplier,
for instance, was a deeply manufacturing-led organization with supply chain clearly in the subservient role to
manufacturing management. In this example, new management has since closed several plants while looking for
lower cost locations in future. The opposite example—a
mobile devices manufacturer—already has its production
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life of the product in use rather than just at point of initial sale. The obvious examples are consumer or business
electronics products, which often have very slim margins
at initial sale but may generate profits with software,
consumables, or even service revenues once in use.
In terms of the enabling skill sets, about two thirds
of companies include Performance Measurement and
Analytics as well as Strategy and Change Management as
part of the supply chain span of control. (See Exhibit 3.)
These reasonably high figures are encouraging as they suggest that companies have largely begun to see supply chain
as a competitive differentiator. Recent survey data collected
at the Extended Supply Chain Conference held in London
in March 2009 showed that only a small percentage (11
percent) of companies believed that their organizations
viewed supply chain as a “cost center.” A much larger portion (64 percent) felt that they were regarded as either an
“important enabler” or a “competitive weapon.”
Of some concern however, is the figure (41 percent) that indicates a minority of companies include
Technology Enablement as part of the supply chain span
of control. The issue is that information systems are an
absolutely essential part of running a 21st century supply chain and that only supply chain professionals are
equipped to decide which tools will work. The distinction could be thought of as that between a system for
managing human resources, for instance, and one managing available-to-promise. In the first instance, internal
operational procedures largely define functional requirements, while in the second, the driving force is competition at the point of sale, when the supply chain must
commit instantly or lose the business.
“Going live” on an application means absolutely
nothing if it doesn’t immediately support the flow from
customer demand to profitable supply response. No one
but supply chain is capable of defining this functionality.
That 60 percent of companies leave it to IT may explain
why so many software projects have failed to meet business objectives over the past ten years.
While the team was surprised that it could find few
examples of common responsibility between organizations,
there was clarity about the forces at play that demand serious
consideration for both organizational and academic design
and governance. One of these elements was globalization
where companies have broadly moved into all corners of the
world. This has created enormous organizational complexity, and rendered independent operating groups anachronistic. One technology provider we interviewed expressed the
difficulty in implementing and supporting poorly integrated
multi-national entities noting, “We see that organizations
cannot continue to be narrow and support fiefdoms.”
www.scmr.com

Furthering the complexity driven by this expanded
scope is the simultaneous flattening of organizations.
Whether through technology enablement or simply
cost cutting, supply chain leaders have been asked to
do much more with few if any additional resources.
Advanced, best-in-class supply chains have achieved
breadth of responsibility over many years of concerted
strategic change. The case study of one large technology
company shown in the accompanying sidebar summarizes the journey from a silo mentality to a much more integrated, 21st century supply chain organization. As these
developing supply chain organizations proved their worth
in primary Plan, Source, Make, Deliver capabilities, they
grew to add broader planning, strategy, and new product
innovation capabilities.
The challenge has been twofold: gaining responsibility by proving that broadly integrated supply chains can
drive unprecedented performance and accomplishing
this without a significant increase in resources required.
The collateral damage of this corporate expectation can
stress the organization’s ability to execute as well as confuse employees’ operating priorities. A large consumer
product’s organization HR leader described the risk to
us, “The more right-sizing occurs within an organization,
the greater concern employees and recruits have about
growth and development.”
EXHIBIT 4
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How Do the Supply Chain
Top 25 Differ?
Additional research has radiated from the initial study
that begins to connect effective organizational design,
better supply chain performance and the development
of more comprehensive academic programs. First, we
analyzed AMR Research’s Supply Chain Top 25 organizations, and found that they have demonstrably greater
spans of control. Notable is the far higher propensity of
Top 25 companies to include within the supply chain’s
span of control Customer Management, NPDL, and
Post-Sales Support. The differences between Supply
Chain Top 25 companies and the general survey population are shown in Exhibit 4.
This data suggests that companies that were highly
ranked for overall supply chain leadership are those
who assure visibility and collaboration across the supply
management, demand management, and product management areas of the business. It is also interesting that
among Supply Chain Top 25 companies 100 percent
include Strategy and Change Management as a key supply chain responsibility. Clearly, these companies respect
the competitive edge supply chain gives business. It is
also interesting that where Technology Enablement is
within scope for only a minority of companies overall,
the Top 25 assign this station to supply chain more than
half of the time (56 percent).
Our deeper questioning why/how Supply Chain Top
25 organizations would have a broader span of control
as compared to all other organizations led to a research
project focused upon organizational design. We had witnessed the fact that organizations struggling to find the
“right” employees in many cases are mired in legacy strucEXHIBIT 5

Six Supply Chain Organizational Design Elements
Organizational
Design Element

Definition

1. Organizational
Maturity

How long the supply chain organization
has existed

2. Supply Chain
Strategy

Business unit oriented to corporate
centralized

3. Authority/Responsibility
(or Process Span)

From functional (one or two process stations,
all the way to integrated (7 to 11 process stations)

4. Scope of influence

One or more work groups in a specific location
through enterprise wide (worldwide)

5. Execution
Orientation

Local execution through global execution

6. Performance
Priority

Entirely cost reduction focused through
to entirely profit focused

Source: AMR Research
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tures that limit career development options, ensure a lack
of integration required for successful global orientation,
and provide competing priorities to academic institutions
regarding the competencies needed from students.
Building on prior research conducted by Professor
Morgan Swink of Michigan State University to factually understand attributes of top performing supply
chain organizations, we created an organizational construct that we could test against self-rated performance.
A model was built identifying five organizational design
elements, and a one-time dimension relating to organizational maturity. (See Exhibit 5.) We surveyed 90 companies across industry groups and conducted a series of
follow-up interviews with primarily top 25 organizations.
The results, shown in Exhibit 6, were powerful.
While supply chain maturity was a statistically significant determinant in performance, the top rated supply
chains falling into approximately the top 7 percent of
our sample also showed that they are more centralized,
integrated, global-execution oriented, and focused on
performance measures that are profit oriented. These
organizations more than likely contained strong, transformative leaders who were neither technocrats nor
solely focused on manufacturing execution. It is clear
that transformative, supply chain leaders are now de
rigueur in top organizations. These unique hybrids are
able to harness the breadth of responsibility, utilize
inherent process interdependencies, assess technical
complexities, and effectively articulate this vision to all
levels in the business.
When asked about the requirements of a supply chain
leader today, Linda Cantwell, IBM’s Vice President of
Logistics and Supply Chain at IBM, noted, “Strength of leaders is important. You can have the strongest and most important supply chain leader in place, but if the CEO doesn’t get
it, the leader is going to have a hard time. The supply chain
leader needs to be versed in translation…” We asked the
question, “Where do we begin to create the transformative
leaders who meet the significant criteria just outlined—folks
who can fight for effective organizational design and focus
the operation on the right priorities?” The answer came back:
The university system.

Universities Need to Be Pushed
Understanding the connection between current business forces and the type of people needed coming out
of academia has driven intense debate. In the year since
the first report was published, the team has participated in almost weekly interviews, internal meetings, and
press discussions that have reinforced the agreement
among supply chain leaders of the urgent need to find,
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retain and quickly integrate supply chain talent into
their organizations.
In speaking recently with several of the core team
members about their perspective in the year since the
study was completed and their future expectations for
taking on talent gaps, John Dischinger, director of IBM’s
Integrated Supply Chain, expressed optimism that the
players can actively build a cross-industry model to solve
the problem. “It is such a hot issue in the industry,”
Dischinger said. “When we present this topic in a public
forum, it is not uncommon for a number people to come
forward handing us their cards and telling us they want
to get involved and are anxious to get going.” Jake Barr
from P&G concurred: “I have been pleasantly surprised
by the response and receptivity to the issue—it appears
that they [industry] have been waiting for us to step up.”
The team also got a sense of the magnitude of the
EXHIBIT 6
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problem regarding the global numbers of personnel at
issue. Nick Little from Michigan State University commented, “I am amazed at the sheer volume of demand
for supply chain talent and how many companies can’t
get the talent they need with the right qualifications. The
[industry] focus on picking up people from other disciplines and having to train them highlights that unsatisfied demand is much larger than even we anticipated.”
It is clear that industry needs to push academia
and professional societies to build a sustainable model.
Professor Dave Closs, chairperson of the Supply Chain
Management Department at Michigan State University,
was candid when asked about the prospect of academia
changing required curriculum without an industry push.
“The challenge is that it might take decades to change
curricula to incorporate functional knowledge, globalization, technology, and leadership skills into integrated
supply chain programs,” Closs said.
Jake Barr agreed with the potential challenges in
changing the model currently in place: “There are skeptics, though, surrounding the belief that something can
be productively done about this topic—a fair number of
items need to be clarified. How will the sharing occur?
How are best practices identified and what role do universities play in the management of the process as well?”
In the collective team’s view, the industry push is a logical starting point to highlight current needs and to begin
building the governance model, curriculum, and ultimately the delivery and feedback mechanism that can
close the gaps.

A Collective Responsibility
The supply chain discipline has changed radically in the
past 20 years as globalization and Internet connectivity have reshaped the rules for manufacturing, sourcing
and logistics. Companies’ approach to the organizational
structure and spans of control required to compete in
this new world vary widely, and unfortunately sources
of fresh talent are still struggling to keep up with the
demand. The best companies seem to be those who view
supply chain as a source of competitive advantage, rather
than just a series of functional cost centers. Such companies are far more likely to include disciplines around
new product development and launch, customer management, technology enablement, and even manufacturing itself as within the supply chain organization’s scope.
Universities, however, as a favored source for talent need
a new model of supply chain skills that encompasses this
broader scope if the talent gap is to be closed. Industry
has a duty to push the academic community to understand, adopt, and develop this mentality now. 嘷嘷嘷
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10 New Ideas
for Generating

VALUE
By Sumantra Sengupta

Innovation is the lifeblood of
all companies. This could be in the

Running low on ideas on how
your supply chain can bring
new value to the business and to
your trading partners? Looking for
innovative concepts that will capture
management’s attention and drive
future investment in the supply chain?
The ten ideas presented here
can help on both counts.
Sumantra Sengupta is a vice president at
Hitachi Consulting, based in the firm’s
Los Angeles office. He can be reached at
ssengupta@hitachiconsulting.com.
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form of new products, services or even
new operating models. In the absence of
innovation, a company will face the certain
“death by commoditization” effect over a
period of time. Yet where the supply chain is
concerned, innovation seems to be lacking in
all too many cases. It is rare to find an organization thinking about—let alone investing
in—supply chain innovation. However, they
will readily spend hundreds of millions of dollars
on product and service innovation.
Why is this the case? Why does investment in supply chain process innovation lag so far behind the growth
and strategic importance of the function? To find some
answers, I revisited an article that I wrote for Supply
Chain Management Review in 2004 titled “The Top Ten
Supply Chain Mistakes.” Five years later, it’s evident that
many companies across industries are still making those
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mistakes. They remain slow to adopt even basic best practices to leverage the supply chain’s power. So if they are
still struggling with the fundamentals, it’s not surprising
that they haven’t given much thought to innovation.
But by not embracing innovation companies foreclose
on an important opportunity to add value to their business and to their supply chain. This article sets forth ten
innovative supply chain ideas that can add value. They
can lead to positive outcomes in any economic environment. Applied aggressively during turbulent economic
times like these, however, they can yield powerful results
that will position companies well for the upturn we hope
and expect to come.

Ten Innovative Ideas
The ten value-adding ideas presented here will be reflected in different parts of the P&L and balance sheets, as
we describe below. Exhibit 1 groups the ideas, some of
which overlap, into three broad impact areas—revenue
enhancement, cost management, and sustainability.
While management buy-in and cross-functional coordination are essential to making these ideas work, they all
reside squarely in the domain of the supply chain function and its managers.

Idea One:
Shift the focus from order-todelivery to design-to-support
We’ve all spent endless months (and sometime
years) focusing supply chain management on
the order-to-delivery (OTD) process. This made
inherent sense since OTD represents 15 to 25 percent of
the supply chain variable cost in the typical company. Over
the years, many companies have developed strong competencies in the traditional activities of Plan, Buy, Make, and
Move, which are geared to planning and delivering with
sustained excellence. In the face of constantly escalating
commodity pricing and a decrease in immediately available
substitute sources of supply, however, many companies
have found that the cost drivers have shifted to the product
design and bill of material structures.
Recently, we were engaged in two fairly lengthy discussions with the heads of global operations for a consumer health care and a medical device company. Both
companies are global in their customer and supply base.
In addition to sharing common supply chain challenges,
both these executives had one common goal: To change
the product design process to adapt to the shifting commodity pricing market. The two executives both were
focused on driving their entire design and research team
to explore alternate materials that would not lock them
www.scmr.com

EXHIBIT 1

Impact Areas of the Ten Ideas

Cost
Management

Sustainability

Ideas
1,2,3,4,7,9,10

Ideas
3,6,7,8

Revenue
Enhancement
Ideas 1,2,4,5,6,7,8

into the current commodity cost structure. They were
spending less of their time and innovation budget looking into alternate sourcing models for current products
and more on exploring alternate design materials that
would also positively impact post-production support,
including parts and spares management.
The whole concept of design-driven manufacturing and alternate bill of material structure, though long
overlooked, is capturing new attention these days—and
with good reason. Shifting the focus to design-to-support will enable companies to fully explore their inherent
strengths in product design and innovation while continuing to drive down supply chain costs. However, this
shift will necessitate the adoption of lean and agile manufacturing principles that emphasize rapid prototyping
and speed to market. And that means achieving the right
mix of agility with stability that we have always strived
for in our supply chain practices.

Idea Two:
Look for hidden values in
reverse logistics.
The reverse value chain has traditionally been
treated as more of a compliance and regulatory
issue than a generator of value or competitive
advantage. Yet reverse logistics costs as a percent of revenue
can range between 3 and 6 percent, depending on the type
of industry and product. Returns can range widely—from
4 percent all the way up to 50 percent in the publishing
industry, for example. Obviously, returns represent a prime
source for discovering significant value that can immediately drop to the bottom line.
Some cellular network providers, for example, have
gained sustained startup cost advantages by offering
Supply Chain Management Review
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refurbished or remanufactured phone sets at a fraction
of the cost of the new equipment. These efforts have
been driven by a well-executed return and manufacturing process for equipment that is not at end of life.
As corporations increasingly adopt green initiatives as
a core part of the value chain, they find that component
refurbishing and reuse can be a source of additional value.
This approach, coupled with the right set of controls for
reusable products such as wooden pallets that are traditionally considered disposable, can positively impact the
cost basis by a factor of 1 to 3 percentage points.
A well-constructed reverse logistics framework
includes the following components: a dedicated returns
network that is separate from the company’s forward network; processes designed specifically for the reuse and
reverse logistics activities; incentives for the dealer/retail
network to perform value-added services such as efficiently sending back damaged product or incorrect orders;
and predictive tools and technologies to accurately predict
inventory velocity needed to ensure customer satisfaction.
As a competitive lever, appropriate cost drivers for the
reverse logistics effort also must be in place.

Idea Three:
Globalize the functional processes
and adopt a “follow the sun”
model for skill deployment.
Information technology outsourcing has
become mainstream over the past 15 to 20
years. The global delivery model for outsourced IT services has migrated from on-site to “right-shore” —based
on cost, skills and technology availability. It is commonplace to have a U.S.-based company’s help desk call
answered in Philippines with a back up agent in Ireland
and remote services for desktop support coming from
India. This taps into the English speaking skills in the
Philippines, the tax advantages of a location like Ireland,
and the technical skill base and good bandwidth available in India.
We have not seen the application of similar thinking applied to supply chain processes such as planning,
procurement, customer service, and innovation. These
resource-intensive activities could benefit from a careful analysis of what might outsourced or “right shored”.
There are four simple steps to accomplish this.
1. Create the “task pyramid”. Every supply chain process can be segmented into the following task hierarchy
and assigned a percentage of time spent on each: administrative, analytical, innovative and cross functional.
Take normal supply chain planning functional processes,
which include demand management activities; supply
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and manufacturing planning; new product commercialization cross processes; customer service and sales cross
functional processes.
2. Specify the lead times required to perform the processes and elapsed time necessary to perform the associated tasks. This suggests that all associated tasks are
performed to add specific value for the product or the
services that the company is providing.
3. Find logical breakpoints in the process. With
demand planning, for example, these breakpoints could
be process mapping and analysis, data analysis, data
socialization and realignment based on inputs from cross
functional groups, and commitment to plan. Each of the
task segments listed above has a logical breakpoint and,
hence, can be treated as a self contained segment.
4. For the various task segments, create a “right shore”
map that is balanced against the associated lead time
boundaries. This will lead to extracting the best use of
global skills that are available within the company or with
partners that can provide the required process services.
Utilizing the simple four-step approach will ensure
that the company is globalizing the supply chain functional processes as well as utilizing the talent pools that
are available across the world. This will enable creation of
functional centers of excellence across the organization’s
geographic span while freeing up overburdened resources
to now execute the required supply chain process.

Idea Four:
Manage the supply chain using
the concept of floor-and-surge
to deliver with increased agility
andless waste.
In the Supply Chain Management Review
article mentioned earlier, we discussed the concept of
having multiple supply chains within a company. Today,
that concept may be more relevant than ever as companies balance the need to be market responsive against
ever escalating total landed supply chain costs.
Companies still tend to operate one supply chain and
manage all end-to-end activities using the same level
of rigor—or lack thereof. Decisions are made primarily
using manufacturing cost as the primary determinant,
with the major tradeoffs typically between lead times
and safety stock. Yet in today’s dynamic, consumer-driven market, where forecasting is always risky, lead times
vary widely, and safety stock is extremely costly, this traditional approach may not be best.
We suggest using the floor-and-surge capacity model
as a more responsive alternative. Through this approach,
the company invests in load leveled (“floor”) capacity for
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the stable and fast-moving products, also known as high
flow-through products. These are products that move
very quickly and repetitively through the supply chain in
extremely cost advantaged locations since lead times can
be buffered by setting appropriate safety stock policies.
For the products that have more variable demand
patterns, are candidates for postponement techniques
(pack size variations, color variations, or other variations
that does not disturb the basic configuration), or are seasonal or promotion-intensive, we recommend a “surge”
approach. These products are planned and produced separately from the more stable demand products. In many
instances the surge manufacturing is co-located with the
floor manufacturing arena; however, it is managed in a
more agile manner. Depending on the product’s characteristics, one may consider deferring end production of
surge products as near to the end channel/consumer as
possible (for example, in postponement centers).
The flow-and-surge approach allows the corporation
to benefit from the longer production run economics as
well as the labor arbitrage that many seek.

Idea Five:
Focus on real-time updates and
adjustments to increase agility and
shape responsiveness. (Traditional
static forecasting without dynamic
updates is passé.)
Senior manufacturing executives frequently ask, “Is forecasting necessary? Is it relevant in a day when product
life spans are getting shorter and consumer preferences
are becoming even more fickle? Is the traditional view of
demand planning dead?” Our view is that planning and
forecasting is still necessary. Yet it now needs to be conducted in near-real time.
What does it mean to be near-real time? It’s the minimum time required to provide supply chain stability with
respect to necessary manufacturing lead time and the
necessary transportation lead time. In today’s dynamic
environment, you need to dynamically adjust the plan
based on real-time market signals such as point-of-sale
data, purchase order activity, and competitive market
factors. Many find it hard to think through the implementation of the concept because of the deep-rooted
notion that planning horizons are monthly and required
to provide manufacturing stability. This traditional thinking has led to continued higher-than-necessary inventory
levels across the entire extended supply chain (including
the suppliers) as well as customer service levels that are
still stagnating in the mid-80 percent.
However, if you couple Idea Four (floor-and-surge)
www.scmr.com

with a real-time dynamic planning horizon, it leads to a
much higher degree of agility. Additionally, the tendency
to focus on snap shots of monthly demand numbers often
leads to high levels of dampening of the “within week and
within month” customer order variations. We would propose that companies think about the total demand that
would be consumed within a certain time period (lifecycle) and use the dynamic predictability concept to project
the entire lifecycle (amount that will be sold or shipped
during a certain time period such as a holiday program)
to augment the baseline static forecast. Done on a weekly
basis, such augmentation will prevent the high error levels
and variations often found in many industries.
The agricultural produce industry offers a great
example of the dynamic nature of demand management.
The normal modes of demand planning are almost irrelevant because of the huge impact of the weather on the
produce that is harvested. Complicating this are yield
issues, and size and color variations of the produce. The
end result is that predicting demand beyond a week
becomes almost impossible. This industry uses daily
demand and supply management to ship product across
the country to the various retail channels. The industry
leaders exhibit the ultimate agility in adapting and shaping demand patterns based on available product.

Idea Six:
Redefine the traditional supply
chain silos and culture to make
it value chain-centric and hence
ensure a more successful product
launch.
The supply chain function in most corporations is initiated and integrated at the time of new product commercialization and continues until the product is shipped.
This is a huge step from even a decade earlier when the
functions of manufacturing, procurement and shipping
were mainly viewed in isolation. Integration of the supply chain functions, which is fast becoming commonplace, has delivered huge benefits in both COGS and
income statement measures for many companies.
Two key critical activities, however, have been left out
of this integrative process: product design planning and
direct relationships with channel partners and customers.
In most cases today, the supply chain function picks up
when the product design is completed and initial costs
have been approved. However, the supply chain should
be involved right after the initial idea-generation process
has been completed. This will allow the company to more
effectively assess alternate design specifications in light of
availability and location of supplies. It would also enable
Supply Chain Management Review
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the supply chain management to identify potential supply
channels and identify alternate materials as well as supply
networks. In the end, this involvement would result in a
better cost platform for the new product.
The second area that supply chain management professionals needs to expand into is in dealing with and
forging direct relationships with channel partners and
customers. The traditional supply chain function typically ended when the product was shipped and again
picked up if there were issues with missed shipments
or product returns. However, as the supply chain has
become strategic to both the manufacturer and the channel partner, it needs to proactively plan for and address
operational issues vs. reacting to them. Forging the direct
relationships to augment the existing ones typically held
and nurtured by the sales function will yield a smoother
product positioning (for new products); greater agility to
deal with out-of-stock situations; and the ability to work
jointly to reduce total landed costs as well create value in
innovating in category management type of activities.

Idea Seven:
Create demand and supply pools
for commodity products and
services that extend the normal
span of enterprise focus.
We were recently speaking with the senior
management teams from three different corporations
ranging in annual revenues from $400 million to $3 billion. None of these companies had competing products,
either existing or planned. However, each of the companies was spending large amounts of effort, personnel and
associated technology in managing demand and supply
for what could be considered commodity products and
services (i.e., those not differentiating from a product or
company value). These included MRO spend; non-strategic marketing spend; non-strategic product spend like
shrink wrap and corrugated, and so forth.
As the discussion progressed, my thoughts went back
to 2001, when many of us were discussing the entire concept of B2B exchanges. The aim of B2B exchanges was to
lower the spend level in these commoditized areas. The
problem was that results too often fell short of expectations, and the B2B exchange idea largely fell out of favor.
Yet today many companies are once again beginning
to work with members of the extended value community in pooling their spend and in systematically driving greater consolidation across the supply chain while
improving service and in many cases lowering total cost
of ownership (this includes not just the piece price
but also associated personnel, process and technology
24
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costs). We are not advocating the re-emergence of B2B
exchanges. Instead, we’re saying that companies should
continually seek to manage their commodity spend by
exploring means of partnerships and participation in
concepts such as pooling and spend leverage.

Idea Eight:
Shift the focus of supply chain
management from product only to
product and services management.
Our traditional focus, particularly in the
manufacturing environment, has been on
the various aspects of product excellence. Now, more
and more companies are adding an element of valueadded services to create “stickiness” with their channel
partners. The supply chain should take note. This does
not mean that the supply chain should become a direct
provider of value-added services into the marketplace.
Instead, we’re suggesting that the function adopt a
strong element of a service in its mindset and day-to-day
execution. This includes all components of the supply
chain—planning, sourcing and procurement, transportation and logistics, and so forth.
This service orientation also should be extended to
the channel partners as well as strategic suppliers. The
aim here is to optimize the end-to-end supply chain process. This could involve the establishment of value added
services like CPFR (collaborative planning, forecasting
and replenishment); VMI (vendor managed inventory);
and collaborative and joint business planning. It could
also entail the creation of best-practice sharing centers
of excellence. Joint educational programs that address
the significant value of working together would be valuable in this regard as well.
This mindset and cultural shift required to implement this idea is easier said than done. It involves a fundamental migration from a internally focused mindset
to one that is more consultative and collaborative. This
type of shift often calls for a significant change management effort among personnel as well as augmentation of
current skills with external resources. The payoff associated with making this shift, however, will be evident in
increased customer service levels and marked improvements in product flow-through.
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Idea Nine:
Utilize on-demand processes
and associated supporting
technology to complement existing
investments.
Many companies have invested in the trawww.scmr.com

ditional people, process and technology aspects of the
business. Where the supply chain is concerned, there’s
been a particular emphasis on the so-called enabling
technology. Yet none of us need or want another study
that is based on the clever use of analytics and huge
spread sheet-based models that is not followed up with
a robust implementation plan. We all know that any
implementation plan will have large elements of technology. However, we are also entering an era in which
large capital investments will be scrutinized extremely
closely due to the tightening of the credit markets and
expenditures for other areas of investments like property,
plant and equipment (PP&E).
We suggest that companies take a closer look at using
on-demand processes and technologies across the value
chain. This approach will allow for the optimal usage
of capital expenditures while leading to higher than
average adoption rates of the process in order to derive
maximum benefit. On-demand enablers are now widely
available from most Tier 1 and Tier 2 technology vendors
and have been gaining significant ground in recent years.
Such solutions are no longer limited to the well-known
on-demand technology for sales called salesforce.com.
Many companies are beginning to utilize this approach
for advanced processes like detailed analytics that may
not be required on a regular basis or for advanced capabilities like network and warehouse design. Several providers have made available on-demand models for these
types of activities (as opposed to the traditional project
based offering). A number of companies (including ours)
provide deep analytical services using a follow-the-sun
model from cost advantaged locations like India and
emerging areas like Latin America. Expect to see these
types of services becoming more mainstream in the next
few years as the focus continues on cost restructuring
and “doing more with less.”

Idea Ten:
Decide on the right level of value
chain responsiveness, then apply
the “Rule of 5 percent.”
Responsiveness is critical to the market success. One recent survey found the difference
between market leaders and laggards was
their ability to respond to ever-changing market conditions. Responsiveness should be viewed as complement
to lean. In a recent discussion I had with an automotive
executive, he made the comment that his company had
become too lean and could no longer be as responsive.
Every organization should take stock of the degree of
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responsiveness that is required to satisfactorily serve all
constituents profitably. Hitachi Consulting has developed a concept called Building the Market Responsive
CompanySM, which demonstrates how ultra-lean organizations miss out on viable market opportunities for lack
of flexibility. (A video of this concept can be viewed on
the firm’s website at www.hitachiconsulting.com.)
Responsiveness as a measure should use the concepts of floor-and-surge; lead time agility; and customer service and reverse logistics flexibility. These
all are useful inputs to determine the right level of
responsiveness that is required to survive and thrive
in a fickle, consumer-preference driven world that is
always changing.
We often find that companies use the marketplace as
an excuse to not offer any stability in their supply chain
and are forever fighting fires. It’s as unacceptable as not
considering customer/consumer preferences in your
business and supply chain strategy.. We encourage companies to take a hard look at the required level of agility in the end-to-end supply chain and then to innovate
their processes using techniques such as lean to extract
an additional 3 to 5 percent year-over-year improvements
(the “Rule of 5 percent”). At some point, all companies
will reach a ceiling of agility and improvement. The hope
is that with continued innovation and growth on the top
line, it will be a very long journey.

Driving the Next Idea
As our discipline continues to gain importance as a
strategic enabler for competitive advantage, we have to
demonstrate innovative ideas that will continue to drive
increased levels of investment. The entire supply chain
management ecosystem (academics, practitioners, technology providers, consulting firms, and so on) all have
distinct roles in continuing to drive the agenda forward.
To achieve that end, all of us need to become much
more cross functional and “extra enterprise” focused.
Cost pressures are making this a necessity and not a
luxury, and the group that is able to extract value where
none was expected will truly become the supply chain
master. We hope that the ten ideas offered here will help
supply chain organizations deliver on that value proposition—and in the process drive the next new idea. 嘷嘷嘷
Author’s notes: Read more about this topic at www.hitachiconsulting.com/responsiveness.
I would like to acknowledge several Hitachi colleagues from
the Supply Chain Group, Products Industry Group and
Corporate Marketing for their helpful comments on earlier
drafts of this article.
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IN PURSUIT OF
PROCUREMENT

EXCELLENCE
An Interview with
Randy Watson of A.T. Kearney
what are the hallmarks of procurement and
supply management excellence? What are the
leaders doing in this space that sets them apart
from the others? How can companies not currently at the top get on that path to procurement excellence?
These are among the critical questions
addressed in A.T. Kearney’s Assessment of
Excellence in Procurement (AEP) study. The
recently released 2008 AEP study, the sixth in
a series that dates back close to two decades,
was co-directed by Randy Watson and John
Blascovich of A. T. Kearney.
Watson, a partner in A.T. Kearney’s Atlanta
office and 12-year veteran of the firm, believes
that the results from the latest survey are notable in a number of respects. For one, he says, they clearly underscore the advantages that procurement leaders enjoy over the socalled followers. These begin with superior costs savings, but they
don’t end there. Closer supplier relationships, better management
of risk, more creative and innovative value strategies, more effective
use of technology, higher retention of talent...are just a few of the
other comparative advantages of the leaders.
Watson discussed the key results of the AEP survey—and its
implications for supply management professionals—with Supply
Chain Management Review Editorial Director Francis J. Quinn.
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Q:
A:

How did you determine the
leaders in your survey?
We had a very tight definition of our leaders and
strict criteria for who received that designation.
Eighteen global companies of the more than 300 that
originally participated in this year’s survey were classified
as leaders; the rest were considered followers. Note that
since the time of the initial data analysis in early 2008,
we now have almost 600 companies that have filled out
the survey.

Q:
A:

What are the two or three most important findings of
the latest Assessment of Excellence in Procurement
(AEP) study?
The first is that leading companies have a broader
mandate. Most importantly, they have executive
support for procurement and tight organizational alignment. Illustrative of this, over 50 percent of the leaders identified in the study report directly to a CEO or a
COO. Incidentally, that number continues to increase
every time that we do the study, which is a great thing
to see. The leaders also are designed to be flexible in
terms of how they are organized around the business
units they support and the categories they manage on a
day-to-day basis. They’re finding ways to have procurement participate more and more in strategic activities.
Plus, they’re more aggressively pursuing initiatives like
automating transactional activities, creating shared services organizations within the company, or outsourcing
the more tactical activities. These initiatives are all part
of that broader mandate.
Second, the survey shows that the leaders are really
expanding their toolkit to create value. This was a partic-

ularly exciting finding. Beyond the tools used for the regular strategic sourcing and RFP-type activities that are
part of the everyday procurement job, they are applying
new strategies and solutions in areas like supplier collaboration, product and service innovation, and revenue
growth. The leaders now also address risk management,
a subject that has taken on increased importance recently. (Exhibit 1 contrasts the leaders’ vs. the followers’
applications of specific risk-mitigation strategies.) Value
chain optimization, for example make/buy, outsourcing/
offshoring, emerged as another tool leaders are using to
enhance their overall value to their company.
The third area related to the leaders’ investment in
capabilities—processes, technology, and, most important,
people. With respect to that last capability, winning the
war for talent has gotten harder. Though that was suggested in earlier surveys, it’s more clearly evident this year.
There’s a growing gap between procurement organizations
that are mainly tactical and those that are strategic. And
if you’re not winning the war for talent, you’re not going
to be able to get to those strategic goals that the leading
procurement organizations have set for themselves.

Q:
A:

Any especially surprising findings
from the survey?
Yes. A couple of new topics appeared on the radar
screen, and again we saw a big difference in how
the leaders and the followers were approaching them.
The first one was risk management. The leading companies are dealing with this in a very creative and holistic
way through their category strategies and supplier strategies. They’re making sure that these strategies are linked
to the overall business risk management plan put together at the corporate level.
EXHIBIT 1
Another surprising finding centered
on sustainability. Procurement is getting
Internal Risk Mitigation Strategies
more and more involved in this activity.
(% Companies Selecting “Systematically Used”)
In fact, we’re seeing a growing number
94%
88%
83%
83%
of CPOs being given specific responsibility for sustainability within their orga56%
51%
nizations. Fully 89 percent of the leader
38%
group had a procurement plan in place
33%
dealing with sustainability. And while virtually all the companies that we surveyed
had a corporate-wide sustainability goal,
Procurement
Category Management Alignment of Supply
Risk and Supply Chain
Strategies to Ensure
Contingency Plans
Surety with Overall
KPI are Defined,
only the leaders really have translated
Supply Continuity
Business Risk
Measured and Tracked
that into procurement sustainability goals
Tolerance Goals
complete with supporting activities.
Leaders
Followers
The other surprising area, which is related to the risk management, is that compaSource: A.T. Kearney 2008 AEP Study
nies are revisiting their sourcing strategies,
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particularly with respect to China and Southeast Asia. In
the future, they are planning to de-emphasize those areas
and look to grow sourcing capabilities in places like Mexico
and Latin America. Brazil, in particular, stood out. That
doesn’t mean they are going to abandon Asia altogether,
but for U.S.-based companies, anyway, they will stay a little
closer to home. The exception to Asia is India. Companies
still predict strong growth in sourcing activities for the next
two to three years at least. So, what we’re likely to see is a
more blended supply chain as opposed to putting all your
eggs in the Asia basket. So you’ll see corporations adopting a blended supply chain practice that combines a North
American blend, a South American blend, an Asia blend,
and a European blend. That was something that came out
loud and clear in the study.

become more organized around their capital expenditures,
which are typically plant- or local site-location-driven. The
same holds true for a lot of plant services, mill services, and
corporate site facilities that are being driven at a site rather
than at a corporate-wide service level. The leaders are working on a center-led approach to this spend.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

Is the move toward center-led procurement a longterm trend?
It is. As I indicated, the percentage of respondents this
year reporting a centralized or center-led procurement
model is north of 80 percent, which is a significant increase
over the 2004 study. And if you go back to the first studies
that we did in the early 1990s, the centralized and center-led
percentage spend was more like 20 percent.

Could you elaborate on the finding showing a close
Any other longer
correlation between center-led supply management
term trends?
leadership and higher performance.?
Well, procurement has come a long way and that’s
The leaders certainly were mainly organized
something that we are actually very excited to see.
around a center-led model, which we define Consider the procurement market share, defined as the
as either a centralized overall approach or center-led percentage of spend over which procurement has either
approach around specific categories, business units, direct control or significant influence. We’re seeing that
or geographies. When you look at direct materials, for the leaders are increasing their procurement share over
example, over 80 percent of all leaders are centralized time as well, which means they’re getting more and more
or center-led organized around these direct commodi- involved in all aspects of spending across the enterprise.
ties. Followers actually are not that far behind, at 77 per- Among the follower group, however, the procurement
cent. Obviously, many companies have figured out that it share is dropping off. So that’s a disturbing trend that
makes sense to have more robust centralized functions we’re seeing there. (Exhibit 2 shows the relative procurearound direct materials.
ment share in different spend categories.)
If you look at the indiEXHIBIT 2
rect materials side, about
80 percent of the leaders
Procurement’s Market Share of External Expenditure
(% Share for Cost Categories)
have adopted a centralized
or center-led approach.
Indirect Materials
Capital Expenditures
Services
Direct Materials
The followers are lagging
76.5
74.3
73.7 72.3
behind a bit at 72 percent.
72.3 73.2
71.3
70.4
67.0
65.7
65.0
Again most companies are
58.3
now seeing the advantages
61.6 59.8
of a center-led model for
57.9 56.5
52.4
49.4
indirect materials.
49.2 49.0
41.5
Where we see a big40.3 40.2
33.8
ger different is in services.
2005 2006 2007
2005 2006 2007
2005 2006 2007
2005 2006 2007
More than 80 percent of
the leaders procure services
Leaders
Leaders
Leaders
Leaders
via a center-led model, comInfluence
Influence
Influence
Influence
76% More
55% More
28% More
94% More
pared to only about 60 percent of followers. The same
Leaders
Followers
ratios hold true with capital
expenditures. We see a lot of
Source: A.T. Kearney 2008 AEP Study
opportunity for companies to
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In terms of savings percentages generated, the leaders and followers are much closer. In fact, the followers
are actually closing the gap from the last study that we
did in 2004. So that’s the good news for the followers—
they are working hard to catch up.

Q:

Another leadership trend you mentioned centered on
supplier relationships. Could you give a few examples of what the leaders are doing with their supply base
that gives them an edge here?
Supplier collaboration was one of those major value
levers that came out of this study. We’ve seen a
big increase in this area over past AEP studies. In fact,
over 70 percent of our leaders now collaborate across the
value chain in order to secure greater benefits from their
supply base. There are a number of advantages to doing
that. Asked what results they’re seeing from closer collaboration, 84 percent of the leaders pointed to a greater
supplier contribution to their product and service innovation and 63 percent cited faster time to market. Suppliers
contributing to product or service innovation and helping
generate faster speed to market—those are impressive
advantages, which most of the followers are not realizing.

A:

If you do not have an executive
mandate and strong executive
support, you will be inhibited in the
types of results that you’re able to
drive to the bottom line.

Q:
A:

Any other
examples?
The programs we heard about really fall into two
main categories: one-to-one supplier activities and
initiatives involving groups of suppliers.
Let’s look at the group efforts first. It could be a process improvement program like Six Sigma or VMI (vendor managed inventory) that is initiated among a group
of strategic suppliers. Or it might be an effort to reduce
complexity among a specific supplier segment. We first
saw this in the automotive industry years ago; it worked
well and was subsequently adopted in other sectors.
Group initiatives also can be category specific. In categories such as print management, for instance, we’ve seen
companies bring in a group of suppliers and develop an
online marketplace tool.
In the one-to-one category of supplier collaboration,
www.scmr.com

we see the more traditional types of activities around
areas like reducing logistics/ transportation costs or finding alternative product specifications. For example, one
leading company worked with their transportation carriers to optimize their delivery routes and include more
back-hauls, picking up and delivering products to another location on their return trips.

Q:
A:

Does excellence across these traits you mentioned
translate directly to cost reduction?
The survey found that the leaders, through their
procurement efforts, have on average doubled the
cost savings vs. their followers—though that gap is narrowing. The next time we do the study it will be interesting to see if the leaders have found ways to lengthen the
gap or if it will keep narrowing. In any case, the leaders still maintain a decided cost-reduction advantage.
As another indicator, we looked at what the leaders are
doing in terms of a stock price performance. In the most
recent study, we found a 10 to 20 percent increase in
stock price in the leader group versus the followers.

Q:
A:

Is there any connection between procurement excellence and revenue generation?
We did not specifically ask about any revenue
advantages in the marketplace. But one could logically assume that the innovation and speed-to-market
advantage that leaders enjoyed through tighter supplier
collaboration would somehow translate to increased revenues. Of the leader group, 63 percent were meeting or
exceeding their goals of increasing innovation from their
supply base, as opposed to just 28 percent of the follower group.

Q:
A:

What are the biggest obstacles that companies typically
face in pursuing a course of procurement excellence?
The barriers really come down to a couple of key
areas. The first is around executive support and
organizational alignment. If you do not have an executive mandate and strong executive support, you will be
inhibited in the types of results that you’re able to drive
to the bottom line. As I noted in the beginning of the
interview, executive support and a broad mandate from
the top is a core strength of the leaders.
The second barrier is around technology adoption
and implementation. Companies have not yet fully realized the technology capabilities now available in the marketplace. This time around we did not see a significant
increase in technology adoption. What adoption there
was tended to be on a category-by-category basis, rather
than across the entire spend base.
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The third area is around organization capabilities—
and specifically people. This means not only keeping the
people that you have, but also attracting new talent into
your group. Again, the leaders are doing a much better
job of keeping their top performers as well as attracting
new people. The new talent could come from job rotation programs set up with other corporate functions or it
could come from partnerships with leading universities
to attract promising graduates. Executive search firms
are another source of procurement talent. Networking
with local organizations and industry associations is valuable, too. As I’ve said before, retaining and attracting talent is a never-ending struggle.

Q:

One surprising study finding was that fully one quarter of all respondents did not use e-sourcing tools at
all. Why the lingering hesitancy to adopt e-sourcing in particular and technology in general?
We wondered about that as well. The answers did
not come out in the study itself but rather through
our follow-up roundtable discussions that we conducted
globally. We were able to draw a couple of conclusions
about technology adoption. First, there’s a cost versus effort question. Will the technology improve current practices to the extent that the investment justifies
the ROI? In today’s environment, that ROI needs to be
crystal clear. In addition, the business case is not made
strong enough to convince many corporate executives to
approve the proposed technology investment.
The second problem is that even if you have the
technology and a good adoption and training plan, how
do you ensure that the tool is being used properly? It’s
amazing how many companies I come across that have a
tool in place, and yet very few people are using it. Or if
they are using the tool, they’re not using it properly.
Often you see advanced technology being employed
as little more than a glorified email system. Users attach
RFP documents to the system and just email them out
to the supply base as opposed to using the tool as an
online e-RFX or an online e-Auction as it was intended.
Used properly, these tools enable the bidding process
to take place online with real-time interaction between
buyer and sellers. Unless procurement people are held
accountable for using the tool properly and unless it’s
made part of their performance evaluation, the technology will never achieve its full potential.

A:

Q:

One of the interesting technologies singled out in
the report were the social networking technologies.
What’s the significance of these types of technologies in a
supply management context?
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People are already networking
socially online, so why shouldn’t
that start to translate into how
the procurement and supply chain
functions do business.

A:

Social networking sites like Facebook and Myspace
have been around for years, but we’re just now
seeing procurement and the supply chain community
start to embrace those types of platforms. A popular one
is SharePoint. A lot of companies are adopting this collaborative platform because Microsoft is pushing it as
part of a standard part of their platform. Another platform is UGS Team Center for engineering and design
CAD type work. Working collaboratively, different component makers in the aerospace industry can design the
airplane’s interiors—everything from the seats to the galley, the kitchen systems, and the oxygen and gas mask
systems—from remote locations. People are now working collaboratively in this manner, and they’re already
networking socially online, so why shouldn’t that start
to translate into how the procurement and supply chain
functions do business.
The millennials, the younger work force, embrace
and use technology platforms like these all the time. The
challenge is to increase the adoption of these technologies throughout the rest of the workforce.

Q:
A:

Looking ahead, what other technologies do you see in
the supply management professional’s future?
Knowledge management will certainly be a growth
area, especially for the collaboration platforms as
we just described. Contract repositories, software that
monitors a category or maybe groups of suppliers, procurement department knowledge depositories, document
storage…all of this knowledge is going to be embedded
in a central area in a collaboration platform. It could be
a SharePoint or some other platform that combines an
end-to-end solution for all of procurement’s activities—
not just within their internal group, but with their supply
base as well. Part of that is going to be open, maybe it’s
starting off with supplier scorecards and then having the
supplier provide collaboration ideas on how to manage a
project.

Q:
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A question about leadership. Who should champion the
cause of procurement excellence in the organization?
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A:

I don’t think there’s just one answer. But reflecting on the leaders in our survey and the companies I’ve talked with, I think there’s a couple of common
threads. Certainly, it starts with the chief procurement
officer and how strongly he or she wants to advance to
that leader profile. Yet the CPO can have all the best
ideas and intentions in the world and be a strong leader,
but none of that will lead to procurement excellence
unless they have an executive team in place that fully
supports their actions. I mentioned this before, but
it bears repeating: the really successful procurement
organizations have complete buy-in and support of the
CEO and the entire senior management team. In the
best cases, top management is an active participant in
procurement’s efforts. In one very large company ($10
billion-plus), the CEO is sponsoring and actively participating in a procurement initiative related to IT. In fact,
the CEO attends all of the weekly team meetings. What
a great signal that sends when you actually see the CEO
supporting a procurement initiative in this way.

Q:

For readers of Supply Chain Management Review,
what are some of the personal implications of the
study findings? What should they be doing right now to
start getting on the road to professional excellence?
First off, look at your skills in the context of the
trends we saw coming out of the study. So one of
the key capabilities required is an ability to manage risk.
What is your skill level here? Maybe you could benefit
from additional training in project management. Or perhaps a risk analysis course would be valuable.
Sustainability is another emerging area. More and more,
sustainability is being linked to supply management. Do you
understand the “green” and sustainability mandates that
companies will need to adhere to going forward? Do you
know how these requirements will translate into the types of
activities you will have to perform on a day-to-day basis?
Finally, while I mentioned earlier that companies are
beginning to rethink their sourcing strategies, remember
that we are still in an area of globalization. So do you
have skill sets that lend themselves to support your company’s globalization of its supply chain? Advancement in
this area might mean developing your language skills or
learning how to deal effectively in different cultures.

A:

Q:
A:

Building these kinds of skills obviously involves
training.
Yes, and the leaders we’ve identified are broadening their definition of training to include such
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things as interpersonal and influencing skills, project
management expertise, communications and writing
skills, coaching skills, effective presentations, cultural
sensitivity and awareness, and so on. They are making
their training programs more robust and holistic so that
the supply management professionals can succeed in a
new economic environment.
The leaders also recognize that going forward it’s more
about being creative, about being innovative, about creating an environment where ideas can be generated back
and forth between you and your suppliers. These ideas
will be translated into productive programs that can then
be implemented. Some leaders have started to formulate
training programs to stimulate this kind of collaborative
thinking, but most still lag far behind in this regard.

Q:
A:

I guess the flip side is that if supply management professionals don’t develop these kinds of capabilities,
they limit their career potential.
That’s true. One leading company I know of actually has a checklist for different skill sets. If an
individual doesn’t get all of the boxes ticked off, he or
she will not be promoted to the next level. So, it’s very
clear what specific skill sets are needed to advance. That
type of system would certainly motivate me.

Q:
A:

Any final thoughts
for our readers?
One question that always comes up is where do I
start to get on the road to procurement excellence.
We always recommend that companies begin by assessing where they are now and compare that to the findings
of this study to get a best-practice gap analysis. Based on
that, you can prioritize which specific improvement areas
you want to focus on. You don’t want to have a “boil-theocean” approach to procurement transformation. Instead,
you want to develop a plan over, say, an 18- to 36-month
period that allows you to address the priority areas in a
careful fashion. Biting off more than you can chew often
results in frustration and a sense that no progress is being
made. It’s so much better for everyone to achieve the small
wins on the way to a well-defined broader goal.
Note: If your company would like to get an assessment
of its procurement performance, contact randy.watson@
atkearney.com or visit the online AEP 2008 survey at
http://AEP2008.atkearney.com. Once you complete the
survey, A.T. Kearney will generate a feedback report in
about two weeks for review and discussion.
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(Dynamic On-Demand Supply Chain)

The DODSC:
By Gregory L. Schlegel and Richard C. Smith

I

n an article in Supply Chain Management
Review’s March 2005 issue, titled “The Next
Stage of Supply Chain Excellence,” we presented the Dynamic On-Demand Supply Chain
(DODSC) concept with supporting detail, initial user testimonials and some examples that
outlined the multiple benefits of our approach.1
In that article, we described the competitive landscape
that is driving most companies to identify ways to accelerate supply chain value propositions. In this current article
we expand on our approach by presenting compelling
work that demonstrates the value of an on-demand, leanpull supply chain. And, we focus on one compelling case
study that outlines key supply chain advantages from the
application of this model.
Our DODSC approach consists of four “platform”
principles:
First, geared around process improvement, we advocate Lean, Six Sigma and the Theory of Constraints (TOC).
These methods, frequently combined within a continuous
improvement charter and sometimes called “TLS”, provide methods for locating a bottleneck, eliminating nonvalue-added waste, accelerating all process speeds and
constantly taking a very data-driven, statistical process
control approach to reducing process variability.
Second, World Class Supply Chain Management. This
involves end-to-end horizontal thinking throughout the supply chain. It also includes extending the supply chain to
suppliers and customers, contract manufacturers and other
communities of practice. World-class also entails enhanced
supply chain visibility, agility and profitable response.
Gregory L. Schlegel (schlegel01@earthlink.net) is vice
president of business development at SherTrack LLC,
adjunct professor of supply chain management at Lehigh
University and a past president of APICS. Richard C.
Smith (richard.smith@valeocon.com) is an executive
advisor with Valeocon Consulting and former partner at
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
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Third, On Demand Technology. Technology innovation and leveraging new technology to differentiate the
organization are part of the on-demand platform. This
principle involves remaining focused on leveraging technology to drive bottom line results, through responsiveness, flexibility and resiliency.
Finally, Change Management. Our approach advocates tightly wrapping the tenets of DODSC with an
integrated change management strategy. This strategy
achieves and sustains continuous improvement throughout the organization, facilitated by exceptional communications, alignment of goals, short-term wins and sustained gains.
As we mentioned in our initial article, the elements
of DODSC that involved lean/Six Sigma and theory of
constraints, supply chain best practices, on-demand technology and change management have been around for
some time. (See Exhibit 1) However, to our knowledge,
they have not been leveraged simultaneously. Further, as
several of the testimonials in our initial article from subject experts at IBM, Dow, AMR Research, and academia
explained, the thought of integrating these established
methodologies, best practices and new protocols in a systematic way during the supply chain journey could easily
eclipse existing benefits derived to date by other methods.
In this article, we use an example from Bayer Material
Science LLC, to show how use of the DODSC concept
dramatically transformed a slow-moving supply chain
process into an agile, flexible and profitably responsive
entity. This transformation has resulted in reduced lead
times, improved capacity utilization, improved working
capital and a reduction in production costs.

Bayer and Lean-Six Sigma
Bayer MaterialScience (BMS), which is part of the
worldwide Bayer company, is among the world’s largest
polymer companies. Its business activities are focused
on the manufacturing of high-tech polymer materials
and the development of innovative solutions to problems
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A Practical Application

A Dynamic On-Demand Supply Chain (DODSC)
combines proven techniques like lean and Six
Sigma with innovative technology to drive
sustained supply chain improvements. The case
study presented here shows the DODSC concept in
action. The results have been impressive: reduced
lead times, lower production costs, and higher
service levels.

Photo by John Cumming
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With that reality front and center, the Six Sigma team
engaged
with SherTrack LLC to leverage its innovative
The Dynamic On-Demand Supply Chain
predictive manufacturing and digital modeling technology to develop new operating policies and processes to:
• Reduce customer lead times.
• Reduce dead and slow-moving inventory.
• Reduce production costs.
• Improve working capital.
OnLean/
• Enhance capacity utilization.
Demand
Six Sigma
Technology
The idea to leverage digital modeling and discreteevent simulation with structured design-of-experiment
(DOE) methodologies came mid-project, during the anaSupply Chain
lyze phase of the Six Sigma Define, Measure, Analyze,
Management
Improve and Control (DMAIC) process. This approach
created a more powerful evaluation model and allowed
Change Management
many diverse and complex manufacturing hypotheses to
be tested in a “safe” modeling environment. The DOE
enabled the selection of the optimal policies and set
points to maximize business performance.
important to its customers. BMS has 30 production sites
The Six Sigma DMAIC methodology is by far the
around the globe.
most frequently used to evaluate and improve existing
BMS was encountering unacceptable levels of aged processes. The methodology normally includes a skill
and slow-moving inventory across many of its business transfer through formation and facilitation of project
units. Furthermore, its compounding business wanted teams and development of “black belts.” This effort
to significantly improve response time to customers to approximates the timing and placement of the “just
in time” practices associated with inventory
management. It’s a structured approach that
focuses on “real problems” directly related to
the bottom line. It defines opportunities, meato seek to
sures performance, analyzes the opportuniidentify ways to accelerate supply chain
ties, improves and then controls performance.
(Exhibit 2 outlines the Six Sigma improvement
value propositions.
process used.)
The methodology utilizes multiple tools
achieve competitive advantage. A project was commis- and techniques, including rigorous statistical methods
sioned to address dead and slow-moving inventory as appropriate. Six Sigma DMAIC projects are normally
well as related issues such as write downs, inventory four to six months in duration with an overall goal to susspace utilization, selling partial containers, and planning
EXHIBIT 2
and scheduling. With these baseline goals established,
BMS’s Business Excellence Group assigned an expeSix Sigma Improvement Process: DMAIC
rienced Six Sigma team to test several hypotheses and
• Focuses on “real problems”
tackle these related problems.
directly related to the bottom-line
Team Leader Rick Baxendell, a black belt and senior
• Realizes results in 4-6 months
Define Opportunities
Six Sigma manager at BMS, realized that the company’s
• Utilizes multiple tools and
Measure Performance
techniques including rigorous
manufacturing facilities with their complex interaction
Analyze Opportunity
statistical methods when needed
of constraints and operating processes would be very dif• Sustains improvement
Improve Performance
ficult to analyze using traditional approaches. Attempting
over the long-term
Control Performance
to execute trial production runs in live operations to
• Disseminates improvement
throughout the organization
evaluate changes would be prohibitively expensive, time
• Acts as an agent of change
consuming and pose unacceptable risks to operations,
Baxendell and his team acknowledged.
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EXHIBIT 1

Today’s competitive landscape is
driving most companies
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tain improvements over the long term. The methodology and was able to assess the strength of the correlation of
also strives to disseminate improvements throughout each factor and combination of factors on the output
the entire organization and acts as an agent of change. variables. Thus, using DOE, the team not only assessed
(For additional insight on Six Sigma’s DMAIC process the strength of the correlation between “X” variables,
improvement methodology, visit this Wikipedia link: such as forecast accuracy and service levels, but also
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_Sigma.)
examined the effects of simultaneous changes in other
Multivariate digital models are recognized as the “X” variables such as lead times, production lot sizes and
methodology of choice for analyzing complex, non-lin- policies of the manufacturing facility.
ear systems. The analyze and improve
phases of Six Sigma DMAIC are particularly challenged by the multivariate
and nonlinear relationships in plants
with multiple production lines and tens
or hundreds of product items competing to evaluate changes is prohibitively expensive,
for limited capacity. SherTrack’s digital time consuming and poses unacceptable risks
models and discrete-event simulation
provided sophisticated analytical tools to operations.
for the BMS Six Sigma team during the
analyze and improve phases. This enabled the team to
A parametric model was then developed to enable
effectively qualify and quantify the impacts of changing further study. This model is a set of related mathematiset points, policies and procedures in a complex manu- cal equations in which alternative scenarios are defined
facturing environment.
by changing the assumed values of a set of fixed coefficients (parameters). Parametric statistical methods are
Laying the Groundwork
mathematical procedures for statistical hypothesis testBMS subject matter experts teamed with the SherTrack ing. The technique assumes that the distributions of the
Six Sigma Services group to build a realistic digital model variables being assessed belong to known parametrized
of the complete order-to-fulfillment process. This includ- families of probability distributions. The cross-funced sales demand, scheduling and production along with tional team of BMS subject matter experts, black belts
inventory outcomes. The combined team built a work- and outside consultants leveraged the strengths of the
ing model of the complex compounding facility using Six Sigma DMAIC process, digital modeling and dishistorical demand streams and forecasts, scheduled and crete-event simulation, multiple-regression analysis and
unscheduled downtime, planned and accounted-for pro- DOE techniques to test the interaction of over 44 differduction transitions, production rates, simulated random ent manufacturing hypotheses without inhibiting actual
quality assurance failures and strict adherence to make- production.
to-order and make-to-forecast policies.
In the analyze phase, the team:
Our digital model and simulator produced daily
• Captured the physical process, operating policies
operating records that were virtually identical to those and decision rules in a single integrated digital model of
generated by the enterprise resource planning and man- the entire process.
ufacturing execution system systems in actual opera• Correlated operating performance with historical
tions. This statistical model validation method—which baseline records.
includes running hundreds of daily production schedules
• Enabled DOE techniques to determine feasible
from what actually happened, one day at a time and then and optimal process capability, statistically significant
comparing the model outcome against what actually hap- cause-and-effect relationships and sensitivities.
pened at the facility—is called post analysis. For each
• Evaluated and compared alternative process
new scenario/hypothesis, specific performance metrics improvement scenarios.
were developed for each key performance indicator.
• Used predictive modeling and predictive analytics
With this capability in hand, the DOE was construct- as decision support for executing the process improveed to extract statistically significant cause-and-effect ment activities.
relationships between selected discretionary policies
The intent in presenting this case study is to demonand the resulting business performance. The team also strate how DODSC can drive significant transformation
conducted a regression-like analysis early in the process, in supply chain excellence. This approach is producing

Attempting to execute trial
production runs in live operations
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rapid, profitable manufacturing response, using digital
modeling and predictive manufacturing technology.

implementation of new concepts such as DODSC.
Build Short-Term Wins—The Six Sigma team built
digital models of their complex manufacturing environA Change in Thinking
ment and ran 44 different scenarios. The team then
As with all strategic process change initiatives, shifting validated that the modeling outcomes were statistito a rigorous model like DODSC requires that manage- cally significant and valid. The team next developed a
ment address the change and organizational elements safe environment to test the new scenarios. This lead
necessary to sustain the gains achieved. As we pointed to positive operational changes such as reducing lead
out in our previous article, successfully dealing with time, reducing inventory, lowering production costs and
the key change elements when introducing a new pro- improving service levels. These short-term wins provided
cess initiative like DODSC is critical to success. These the energy and confidence for the team to move forward.
change elements are factors for both large scale interven- Again, John Kotter’s work on effective transitions emphations and tactical process initiatives in the supply chain. sizes the importance of building momentum for successful implementation of new approaches.
Sustaining the Gains—BMS has
already implemented several operational
and policy recommendations and has
achieved many of the expected benefits.
a slow moving The company has leveraged the digital
model and gained additional savings and
supply chain process into a very agile, flexible
market penetration. By establishing the
and profitably responsive entity.
right metrics, BMS will be able to track
improvements and sustain these gains.
In this case study, the key change elements included Through this success, it will be able to drive this new
communicating, gaining management alignment to sup- process change in other parts the organization
port the DODSC initiative, obtaining short term wins to
build momentum and sustaining the gains to drive more Lessons Learned
support and expand the DODSC process model. Let’s In this Six Sigma DMAIC continuous improvement projlook at how Bayer executed on these change elements;
ect, the combination of design-of-experiment structured
Communication—The VP of continuous improve- inputs for SherTrack’s business process model demonment championed the DODSC project and reached out strated its value to the business with rapid, quantitative
to her management peers to ensure that they understood scenario simulation results. Hypotheses were tested and
the benefits of this model. She organized a Six Sigma complex cause-and-effect relationships between project
team, developed an official charter, and then communi- inputs, business and production processes and expected
cated the charter throughout the organization. Effective outcomes were explored. Assessing the experience, BMS
communication during any significant change initiative team leader Baxendell commented: “This methodology
is essential. Research from John Kotter’s work2 and oth- provided the BMS project team with a robust decision
ers in the on-demand system user community over the making tool. The project team worked with the business
years have emphasized the need to communicate direct- leaders to find conditions that would improve service,
ly to the folks in the process how their work will change delivery and other criteria. The methodology provided a
as a result to new technology or structure.
basis for our supply chain improvements.”
Management Alignment—The continuous improveThe lessons learned from this novel approach to evalment VP developed a cross-functional team and enlisted uate manufacturing responsiveness were both revealing
the support of the director of operations, the marketing and compelling. The initial learning was that lead times
director, the VP of supply chain management and the could be reduced by up to 50 percent—an opportunity
VP of IT—all of whom were key partners in this process that the team suspected, but needed to be proven with
change. A working model was developed and the team further analyses, including sensitivity analysis and statismembers reached out across the organization to gain tical curve fitting. The team confirmed that lead times
support for it. Both our consulting experience and recent could be reduced up to this amount, which would effecchange management research confirm that alignment tively support the new business plan of market penetraamong the management team is critical for successful tion and share growth.

The exemplars and early adopters
are leveraging the DODSC concept
to dramatically transform
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The next positive outcome to emerge was that service levels could be improved by 5-6 points. This was
very well received by the team because it also supported
the new business plan of top line revenue growth due to
market penetration from shorter lead times to the customers. In conjunction with service improvements, the
approach demonstrated that the BMS process could
improve service levels while simultaneously reducing
slow moving and working inventory by over 20 percent,
thus improving working capital ratios.
EXHIBIT 3

OEE% Increase Through Reduced Production Transitions
Setup vs. Inventory Curve
Operating Efficiency: Reduce Transitions by 20%
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From an operational perspective, the approach demonstrated that costly production setups could be reduced
by about 20 percent. This improvement in overall equipment effectiveness (OEE)—allowing a reduction of 20
percent in production setups and therefore production
costs, while improving service levels and reducing working inventory—was a huge breakthrough. On top of all
these improvements, the approach provided a capacity
utilization improvement of about 5 percent without capital equipment spending. (See Exhibit 3)
The team also gained tremendous insight into production issues that impact bottom line performance.
Finally, the DMAIC / DOE and digital modeling methodology was rapid and compelling and more importantly,
applicable to other plants.

Looking Forward
Bayer MaterialScience has already made positive changes to its supply chain and is evaluating further chang-
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es. Real world changes involve time and can often put
money and customer relations at risk. This DOE/business process modeling approach, which took only 10
weeks to complete, coupled with the structured Six
Sigma DMAIC process and enabled by SherTrack’s digital modeling and discrete-event simulation, provided a
good risk mitigation tool. The approach afforded BMS
the opportunity to test complex manufacturing hypotheses within a “safe” environment. This benefits both BMS
and its customers because the analysis executed within
this statistically-oriented and structured environment
provided the team with ample cause-and-effect impacts
on the plant, BMS and its customers prior to committing
funds, resources and time. It also minimized the risk to
BMS customers and operations.
The exemplars and early adopters, such as Bayer, are
leveraging the DODSC concept to dramatically transform a
slow moving supply chain process into an agile, flexible and
profitably responsive entity. The initial outcome, resulting
in reduced lead times, improved service levels and capacity
utilization, reduced working inventory and lower production
costs clearly differentiates this novel approach from classic
incremental improvement methods.
Companies such as Bayer and others, that are
embracing the DODSC concept are leveraging the
robust strengths of Lean/Six Sigma methodologies to
drive process improvement by continuously being customer-focused and driving out variability in their processes. They are aligning their supply chain strategy with
the business strategy utilizing best practices and becoming more demand-driven, agile, flexible and responsive.
The exemplars are leveraging new on-demand technologies to become more dynamic and responsive, driving
down IT cost-of-ownership. And finally, they are tightly
wrapping these “platform principles” with solid change
management techniques to achieve and sustain tremendous bottom line benefits, accelerate time to value, and
extend the reach and advantages of this model. 嘷嘷嘷
Sources:
1 Gregory L. Schlegel, Richard C. Smith, “The Next Stage
of Supply Chain Excellence,” Supply Chain Management
Review, March 2005.
2 John Kotter, The Heart of Change, Harvard Business School
Press, 2002.
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Cross-Functional Collaboration:

BELIEVE IN IT!

C

ompanies that delegate
their supplier interactions solely to one or two
functions to manage are
unlikely to use suppliers to
sustain their competitive
position over time. They
can have periods of good, even excellent,
performance, but that’s different than having a competitive position that is renewed
and sustained by proactive supplier management.
Just as the design of a house or an office
building includes areas that enable movement, logical flow between specific rooms,
entrance and exit capability, and the ability
to see the environment outside the structure, a supply-based advantage strategy
needs comparable capability. The mindset
By Stephen C. Rogers
of the organization needs
to embrace suppliers as a
Stephen C. Rogers is a senior consultant
way to beat competition
with the Cincinnati Consulting Consortium and delight customers.
and an adjunct professor at Xavier
To do that requires crossUniversity. He also served in a variety of
functional belief in the
supply management roles at Procter &
premise that suppliers can
Gamble over a 30-year career there. This
make a difference. The
article is excerpted from his book The
access to that cross-funcSupply-Based Advantage: How to Link
tional belief parallels the
Suppliers to Your Organization’s Corporate inclusion of doors, winStrategy. Copyright © 2009, Stephen C.
dows, hallways, atriums,
Rogers. Published by AMACOM Books
and foyers/waiting rooms
(www.amacombooks.org), a division of
in a building. The abilAmerican Management Association, New
ity to flow the right crossYork, NY. Used with permission. All rights
functional expertise into
reserved. Available at all major retailers and the supplier interface with
bulk orders direct from AMACOM at 800an aligned view toward its
250-5308 or pubservice@amanet.org.
value potential is the dif38
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ferentiator. Famous architects craft transition areas, windows, and doors into their
design such that they differentiate the
resulting building.
Note that I did not use the terms
“cross-functional team” or “cross-functional involvement.” The concept here is stronger. It’s about cross-functional belief that
drives inclusive planning, action, internal
collaboration, and external engagement.
Cross-functional teams often form to pick
suppliers but seldom live beyond the selection process. The groups that truly manage
the supply base are typically the procurement, contract management, and, at a
very tactical/transaction level, the internal
recipient of the suppliers’ products. While
better than organizations in which the supply deal makers toss the contract over the
wall to those who must actually live it, such
an event-based cross-functional involvement is not enough to sustain advantage.
Corporate teams are too often temporary
and supply is a far more permanent business process.
Having an aligned corporate mindset
that embraces suppliers as part of a business solution for customers allows far
more latitude for the use of supplier capability. While it’s still important to have a
group that views managing the external
supplier interface as its reason for being,
such organizations are often relatively
small given the natural leverage that volume aggregation and supplier consolidation provide. Such an outnumbered cadre
in a company where the view toward suppliers is that of a necessary evil, or a conwww.scmr.com

Looking to gain a competitive
advantage from your supplier
relationships? For this to happen,
all key functional areas of the
organization—not just supply—
must start to recognize the
strategic importance of suppliers.
That means folks in finance,
legal and IT as well as top
management. In most
cases, we’re talking
about a fundamental
change to the
corporate cultural
mindset.

Nikolai Punin
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venient excuse for performance outages, makes supplybased competitive advantage hard to attain systemically.
More often, integrating supplier and internal skills is an
exception in a specific, narrow application area. Having
said all that, the challenge is to change the corporate
cultural mindset to see suppliers as a strategic business
intervention.

with other functions to deliver what, for supply management, is considered the unexpected (revenue improvement, innovation, customer delight, enhanced corporate
reputation).
Bob Rudzki, former CPO at Bayer Chemical and
Bethlehem Steel and currently president of Greybeard
Advisors, LLC, has studied the interface between suppliers and business success at length. He repeatedly
Start at the Top
makes the point that selling supply management’s busiVirtually every supply management article or book ness value to senior management is critical. He views
urges creation of a business case for use in selling stra- a key component of supply leadership as the ability to
tegic sourcing to senior management. C-level execu- communicate supply’s compelling business case to the
tives often set the tone for how firms see suppliers and firm as a strategic asset.2
their level of strategic importance during varying busiTo do this requires understanding what CEOs must
ness conditions. In a presentation about the economic accomplish to get high ratings in their jobs. Senior execimportance of supply chain outcomes to business suc- utives get to stay employed when they:
cess, Office Max’s Executive Vice President of Supply
1. Meet or exceed growth and earnings expectations
Chain, Reuben Stone, made an important point—that of investors and product expectations of customers.
the importance of supply must be continuously justi2. Deliver sustained growth in volume and earnings
fied to the CEO.1
year over year.
Why? In part, because
3. Navigate business risks in ways that avoid negative
the supply side of the busi- outcomes and keep stakeholders (not just shareholders)
ness involves operational satisfied.
details that require cross4. Evolve company business models to stay ahead of
functional integration at the competition.
working levels, a view of the
5. Improve capital productivity and return on investcompany that most CEOs ed capital.
seldom get, given their posi6. Lead the formulation and execution of a business
tion and other responsibili- growth strategy.
ties. Another reason is that
Supply’s task is to persuasively make the case that
supply vocabulary often suppliers are part of what makes all those outcomes
possible, not just one or two.
Unfortunately, most CEOs see
supply as a role player in the first,
third, and maybe even the fifth
items above; not one of the startand supply goals focus on the obvious
ing team and certainly not a star
functional role of cost or price management.
player. That’s where Rudzki’s argument comes in. Focus on the obvidoes not match the language of senior management and ous “role player” opportunity of supply management—
needs translation into terms (both financial and strategic) cost management—and then communicate results in
that “click” with upper-level concerns. Too often words CEO/CFO financial language that lays out the strategic
like “savings” do not translate into the financial statements implications of cost management.
directly, and supply goals focus on the obvious functional
The key financial outcomes include earnings per
role of cost or price management.
share, free cash flow, and return on invested capital. A
Other functions like marketing and customer ser- firm’s financial performance is the great enabler, allowvice focus more on the “performance” side of value. It is ing investment in marketing, new products, and acquithis side of the business model that drives growth, and sitions when it’s good and the great disabler when it’s
growth is the success mantra for investors. The ability to bad. Just before declaring bankruptcy retailer Linens `n
create C-level executive commitment lies beyond doing Things had to use its cash to prepay suppliers in order
the expected (cost management) and, instead, allying to keep its shelves stocked. Within a month, bankrupt-

Too often words like “savings” do not
translate into the financial statements
directly,
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cy was filed because miracles seldom happen. Store
3. Knowing the supplier
improvements and merchandise upgrades require cash and its people well.
and credit access, something Linens just did not have.
These internal funcWhen the suppliers desert their customers by refusing to tions possess the latter two
offer credit, the end is near.3
of these three attributes,
The ability to link supplier-driven results to strategic so seeking to wrest control
financial measures gets the supply organization a seat at away from them and give it
the table as a strategic contributor. It gains supply man- to supply skill experts with
agement two vital perks from senior leadership—legiti- no deep appreciation of
macy and resources. Legitimacy in terms of organiza- the other two areas is often
tional importance to provide the
political power that allows internal
influence. (Be careful how that
power is used—more on that at
the end of this chapter.) Resources
in terms of having supply priorities gets the supply organization a seat at the table as a
get past the early budget triage so
strategic contributor.
they are actually debated at the
real approval level.
a formula for failure. Instead, the strategy should be to
Top Is Not Enough
leverage what the internal customers already have while
Support and legitimacy from senior management is, injecting some of what they lack. Create an alliance for
unfortunately, not enough at most companies. CEOs value rather than a struggle for control.
want their business and functional leaders to manage
The goal is to make the entire company, not just the
their businesses for results. If those executives are not disciplines that manage supply, a means to deliver competconvinced that suppliers can deliver strategic advantage, itive advantage through their interactions with suppliers.
even senior management support will not force them to This is about culture and mindset change. Not-inventedengage suppliers beyond the traditional approaches and, here thinking across non-supply disciplines is the biggest
therefore, competitive advantage from the supply base barrier to supply-based advantage once the supply organiwill never hit the radar screen.
zation has reached a basic level of competence…
Supply executives often try to take over the supplier
relationship activities and competitively bid the con- Innovation Is a Cross-Functional Process
tracts of longstanding suppliers that other functions see Innovation is the lifeblood of competitive advantage. A
as important. Such frontal assaults rarely work. The logic company that stands still in a competitive marketplace is
that “professional procurement” will bring value versus probably moving backward. Engaging suppliers in value
the “amateurs” that manage suppliers in their spare time creation for the next idea, not just the current business,
is not persuasive to peer organizations, which see those is part of what separates good use of suppliers from comsame suppliers as trusted partners or as possessing unique petitively advantaged use of suppliers. For direct spends
technical or operational capabilities. Spends like senior this typically means working with product design and
level consulting, marketing agencies, software and hard- development.
ware technology providers, legal services, financial audiTraditional supply management priorities (e.g., lowtors, and banks are frequently selected and managed by cost focus and control of supplier interfaces) are the prethe internal customers of their services. These people are dominant reasons product design/development (PD—
fiercely loyal to long-term suppliers they trust, and under- also called engineering or R&D) often works around
stand how these suppliers interface with their work.
supply. Understanding what drives those organizations
Interestingly, integrating suppliers into the business (new products that deliver more revenue from customis a function of three fundamental things:
ers) means recognizing that the sourcing and supply
1. Knowing how to apply supply skills.
management processes must integrate cost conscious2. Knowing your business and the supplier’s business ness with vision about customer need and willingness
and understanding how the supplier’s business impacts to pay for value. Tapping suppliers can dramatically
your own.
increase smart innovation.

The ability to link supplier-driven
results to strategic financial measures
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In companies that do this well, procurement consistently makes the painful decision to carve off a few highly
skilled resources from the current business supply organization and fully dedicate them to innovation work with
PD. Why? Because the emergencies of the ongoing day to
day—supply outages, cost pressures, quality issues—typically create urgency that causes the innovation work to
move to the back of the queue, thus creating the environment for backdoor selling. Numerous studies over the
last fifteen years make the same point. Eighty percent of a
product’s cost is designed into it on the front end. For this
reason many procurement experts call innovation sourcing “early involvement.” Buying innovation requires measures like cost avoidance and recognition that supply’s role
is broader than being a cost watchdog inside PD. Rather,
it is to enable new product customer value (performance
divided by cost) through use of suppliers at the right time
in the product development cycle. Investment in real
cross-functionality of mindset with R&D toward suppliers
pays incredible dividends.
Ken Buell was one of P&G’s top scientists, and was
awarded Victor Mills Society recognition for his career
development of baby care patents and product inventions. He often worked directly with suppliers, but his
timing about bringing purchasing into a project was
absolutely impeccable! He understood when to combine
commercial and technical expertise and that early consideration of potential suppliers can allow more supplier
options longer in the development process.
Invariably, Ken’s call to say, “Steve, I am working on
such-and-so. I think there are three or four technologies
that might work and want to go check out the suppliers with you in the next couple weeks,” was timed perfectly—sooner would have wasted my time and later
destroyed commercial leverage. Ken “got it.” His sixth
sense for combining technical and commercial negotiations is the kind of understanding and skill, when positioned outside the supply function, that triggers competitive advantage.
One last thought—innovation is not just applicable
to direct spends. Tapping into suppliers of infrastructure
(IT, energy conservation), knowledge (market research,
call centers, sales support), and surge capacity (temporary labor or outsourced service providers) all provide
an opportunity to source innovation. The concept is
the same—dedicate some resources that work with the
internal customer’s next-generation designers to provide
a commercial and relationship framework for improved
supplier access, commercial work processes, and the
use of knowledge across the company (not just for new
products). For example, new-generation servers and data
42
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center designs are of vital importance in lowering the
cost of computing. Combining IT operational skills and
savvy commercial negotiation can make a difference in
the overhead costs of data management.

Three Internal Allies as Game Changers
Too often, the objective of the supply organization is to
penetrate internal functions just to manage the money
they spend with suppliers. Instead, consider the possibility that working closely with internal peer organizations
can enhance the firm’s ability to tap into suppliers. When
other disciplines are enrolled in supply efforts elsewhere
in the company, their openness to collaborate on their
own budgetary spend is greater.
Three functions of particular importance on this front
are finance, legal, and IT. In many firms the relationship
between these three and supply leadership is strained at
best. A firm’s supplier interface often does not get any
priority relative to internal and finished product customer-facing organizations. Changing that can have a powerful effect on the bottom line.
Finance:
Collaborating Across the Full Function
For two functions that supposedly keep score in monetary terms and have the same goal (lower cost and
increase profit), finance and supplier management have
certainly had their differences. The rivalry is based on a
few major conflict points:
Credibility. The flow of actual costs through financial reports can result in very different savings claims.
Procurement has a tendency to multiply price differences by forecasted volume and trumpet an immediate cost
reduction. In fact, most firms leak some of the savings
due to unexpected total cost of ownership problems, slow
new supplier qualifications, and underlying commodity
market moves that erase savings and replace them with
cost avoidance. Then, forecasted volume and product
mix rarely match reality—worse, for indirect spends,
budget owners in every department can choose to spend
purchased service savings on other items as long as the
budget is met. Finance looks at fiscal years (not annualized) and finished goods inventory adjusted cost impacts
(e.g., if there is sixty-day inventory of finished goods the
reduced costs of raw materials will not show up in cost
of goods sold actuals for two months). The result is constant haggling over the “real” savings in a world where
the identified, implemented, and booked cost reductions
are rarely the same number.
Policing. In most companies, finance is charged with
tracking the money and rewarded for either finding some
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or, at a minimum, identifying who should be finding
it. Financial analysts map funds flow and identify gaps
versus competition or best-in-class benchmarks. That
puts supply organizations on the defensive with senior
management—justifying why the circumstances in their
company are not quite the same as in others. Given the
cross-functional nature of most supplier-impacted business processes, sometimes benchmark gaps are as much
the result of another function’s approach to suppliers
as it is what procurement or supply chain does. Add to
that finance’s internal controls responsibility to audit
and insist on improvements that, when applied to supply, raises all procurement’s blemishes to the attention
of the CFO.
Net, it is no surprise that a late 2007 Aberdeen
Research study stated that fewer than 20 percent of
CFOs view procurement as having a very positive influence on company competitiveness and 37 percent view
procurement’s impact as neutral to negative.4 Given that
about 30 percent of procurement organizations actually
report to finance and about half the CPOs in the United
States have finance experience, the pent-up frustration
that such a result implies is shocking. Despite three
fourths of the CFOs saying that supply management is
strategic, only 6 percent dedicate a financial resource to
supplier management, which represents well over half
the money that flows out of the company. The logic and
operational disconnects that this study expose make creating an internal alliance with finance vital to gaining
competitive advantage from the supply base.

Legal: The Contracting Alliance
“Contract management” has become a popular buzz
phrase among supply professionals and internal controls/compliance auditors. It focuses on the delivery of
the negotiated terms of a supply agreement to the bottom line and delivering against the business need that
the buying company engaged the supplier to accomplish.
The foundation of contract management is a strong
relationship between supply and the legal organization.
Unfortunately, legal and supply management are often
not on the same page.
One (legal) is rewarded for reducing company risk in
terms of strict interpretation of contracts and the ability to take that contract language into a courtroom or
arbitration hearing and get a “win” under the law. The
other (supply) is rewarded for getting the deal that delivers from suppliers what the company needs to compete,
regardless of its power position relative to the supplier or
market conditions at the time. Blending these two points
of view through internal relationships and education is
www.scmr.com

critical to establishing effective contracts with suppliers. The key is the definition of “effective”—is it about
protection against supplier performance failure? Or
is it about the flexibility to deal with business changes
without major renegotiation? Both? In a conversation
with Tim Cummins, President and CEO of IACCM
(International Association for Contract & Commercial
Management), he commented that IACCM studies have
confirmed that the relationship between supply and legal
is frequently strained.
Too often supply management practitioners see lawyers as a barrier to timely action in the market and the
authors of language that is so confusing that the “normal” people that administer and “live” the contract are
unable to understand it. On the other hand, the lawyers
see supply using shoddy contract language with key risks
and provisions omitted—often through ignorance. A situation in which the company has no recourse in tough
circumstances results in management questions about
where the legal people were during the negotiation.
Establishing an ongoing supply contract center of
excellence by linking legal and supply experts is how a
number of companies (including IBM, Steelcase, and
P&G) have chosen to address this issue. This is no small
task, for, just as different supply executives have different
market views and philosophies toward supplier management, so too, individual lawyers often have strongly held
interpretations of the law. Add to that the wide variation
in local laws in a global marketplace and you have the
makings of internal gridlock, where what one country’s
supply/legal team thinks is okay simply does not work for
another country’s team—all within the same firm.
Dedicating experienced and internally respected
resources to the supply side of the value chain is only the
first step in creating a legal/supply alliance that can get
the best out of suppliers. Within that “center of excellence” there must be:
• Commercially savvy approaches to the business. Both
sides have to be tied to the business need, strategy, and
business model. The point is to acquire what the business needs. Lack of availability means an operational
breakdown.
• Educated understanding of each other’s work processes and how they play out in dynamic markets that change
supplier leverage positions over time. The best in class
create both a dialogue between legal and supply as well
as a training program that provides in-depth knowledge
of various contract clauses—the what, why, and how of
their workings for commodity managers.
• Joint agreement on how flexible the company wants
to be on certain legal clauses and issues. Each company
Supply Chain Management Review
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has its own risk appetite for the terms and conditions
that can be compromised in a tough negotiation with
a supplier who has the “power” in the relationship. For
some firms, warranties and supplier quality guarantees
are most important. For others in rapidly changing businesses, the ability to exit the contract may be vital. In yet
other cases the legal jurisdiction or intellectual property
definition/rights are most vital. These “must have” clauses are part of the company’s culture and risk tolerance.
Legal needs to take the lead here.
• Commercial flexibility, which may be the most
important part of the legal/supply interface. Creating this
flexibility includes putting clauses into easily understood
“non-legalese,” determining backup negotiating positions
for each clause, and being clear on the legal boundaries beyond which the company will not go without very
senior management review and concurrence—all this
in terms of personal conduct and specific clauses.
The global realities of
various countries’ legal
systems must be mapped
into a contract “library,”
and both functions’ practitioners across the world
must buy in to the internal
agreements that have been
forged.

tive advantage. This is especially true when dealing with
external companies like suppliers and customers. Yet, the
organization tasked with managing the flow of information, IT, often has a highly adversarial relationship with
those looking to access supplier value. Why?
Partly Because of Vocabulary. Having sat on the supply
side of this relationship for years, the jargon of information technology is almost too hard to overcome. Plus it
changes all the time as the technology rapidly evolves.
Then the supply guys start using their jargon and the
whole conversation becomes incomprehensible.
Partly Because of Perspective. Much of what has
been discussed on the supply side has put a premium
on uniquely creating the right supplier connection to
deliver value. This is not about standardization or simplification of the supplier interface. Instead, it is about
customization and uniqueness on the most complex side
of the supply chain (multiple tiers and a range of supply industries). When it comes to computers, software
and data management infrastructure cries out for standardization. IT looks to make work processes conform to
software rather than the other way around.
Partly Because of Rewards and Management
Expectations. IT is about information access, certainty,
and predictability. The uptime of the computer system
needs to be 100 percent. Management expectations
are that cost needs to be low and reliability high—sort
of like a utility, except one that has its “power plants”
constantly changing design
due to new inventions. A
tough chore. Meanwhile,
supply lives with uncerand the authors of language that is so tainty. Markets, suppliers,
and supply/demand balancconfusing that the “normal” people that administer and es are not certain nor, in
some cases, even predict“live” the contract are unable to understand it.
able. Management expects
• An efficient process to work contract creation and cost reduction but also great flexibility. Supply’s desire
approval. If it doesn’t already exist, it must be developed. for ultimate information flexibility adversely impacts IT’s
While software has become an important tool in this effort, cost control and reliability. IT’s simplification and control
the work process that identifies when supply should draw adversely impacts supply’s ability to get the information
legal into negotiations is even more valuable. For a large quickly enough and in the multiple formats needed to
company there are probably not enough lawyers to negoti- remain flexible and respond to real-world changes.
ate every contract. So, the delegation of authority to crePartly Because of Priority Setting. First call on inforate and modify contracts before legal review must occur is mation system capability in most companies is either
a critical aspect of supply’s use of contracts.
internal (financials and human resources) or customerfocused users. That is why ERP (Enterprise Resource
Information Technology:
Planning—Oracle and SAP) systems were the first big
software implementations for major corporations and why
Working Together to Use Information
In today’s often virtual world, information and the ability CRM software (Customer Relationship Management)
to mine it, bundle it and use it are a big part of competi- led the development of SRM systems by years rather

Too often, supply management
practitioners see lawyers as a barrier to
timely action
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than months. In the budget battle for information technology investment, the internal and customer sides of
the business supply chain typically get the attention,
while the supplier side languishes. In recent years ondemand “software as a service” that uses software provider server capacity has emerged as a partial answer to
this problem. Still, transferring the data from these solutions into corporate systems takes some integration work
and many IT departments are not prepared to support
that resource investment—leading to conflict with supply management.
Yet, when these two functions choose to cooperate,
the payback for the company and its ability to implement
its business model are enormous. Joe Robinson is the
Director of Central Operations at Fifth Third Bank. In a
bank, operations have everything to do with information
technology in terms of accurate processing of deposit,
loan, lease, and debit/credit accounts. Prior to joining
Fifth Third, Robinson spent several years with General
Electric. He tells a story about his early career and the
impact he, as an IT analyst, had on a GE business.5
He was asked by the procurement people at his
location to undertake a data mining project to get some
insight into what GE was buying from several suppliers—think of it as the early internal predecessor to spend
analysis software products available today. One day he
was asked to attend a meeting between GE’s senior
buyer and the president of a company named Champion
Bolt. Bolts were one of the simple products that his data
mining project addressed, finding significant volume
across multiple sites. GE’s procurement group used that
information to gain a much improved agreement with
Champion.
Over lunch, the GE buyer mentioned how happy he
was with the data mining tool that Robinson had developed. He mentioned that it allowed GE to see all the
business it was doing with Champion and consolidate
its bolt contracts into a higher volume/lower cost set of
agreements. Robinson recalls that the supplier’s president glared at him without a word, “If looks could kill, I
would have been dead! The project led to a big leverage
shift and a major cost reduction.” He remembers it as
one of the most significant personal impacts he had on
GE’s business over the first eight years of his career.
The moral of the story? IT is core to the business in
today’s world and, when combined with smart supply
strategies, can dramatically impact a firm’s bottom line.
That means finding a way through the differing perspectives of the two functions in order to move the business
ahead. Sadly, many procurement groups are so focused
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on trying to take over control of sourcing IT’s supply
base that they forget to use the knowledge and perspective they gain about IT’s cost structural challenges and
organizational priorities in the internal negotiation for IT
resources and support.

Conclusion
At the beginning of this discussion, a hypothesis was
made that cross-functional belief in the supply base as
a means to competitive edge may be the most important
concept in this book. Creating such belief takes time,
effort, and a willingness to see the other organization’s
perspective. All are very difficult to do. But if it were
easy, everyone would be able to do it and cross-functional alignment toward suppliers would not be a means to
competitive advantage.
The challenge is to understand what makes various
functions tick and how suppliers can improve their performance. This kind of internal cross-functional integration in large companies mirrors the operations of small
companies, where managers often wear multiple hats.
This creates a better understanding of how the business
operates and how suppliers can make a difference…This
cross-functional “multi-hatting” is part of what enables
that. Deep internal understanding of other functions by
the procurement or supply organization and understanding of how supplier management allows suppliers to provide better value in user and key support functions is the
best way to approximate the small company experience
on the supply side. 嘷嘷嘷
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Outperforming the
Market Price Reductions
In a period of declining market prices, procurement
organizations must deliver and measure price reductions
in excess of the market, while exceeding goals for quality,
service, and innovation.
By Marc Hochman and John Moyer
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Starting in the second half
of 2008, many procurement managers achieved
significantly lower pricing
for items such as resins,
packaging, transportation,
and chemicals, as commodity prices declined
precipitously and demand slowed with the global
economy. For example, the February 2009 pricing
for commodities such as aluminum, steel, copper,
rubber, and resins has fallen at least 60 percent
from the peak prices reached in 2008.
To add value to their businesses, procurement
managers must develop sourcing strategies to
achieve price reductions greater than the market,
while exceeding quality, service, and innovation
goals. These sourcing strategies must also deliver
value over an extended period, and have the flexibility to ensure competitive pricing over a range
of potential future price and supply scenarios.
At the same time, effective procurement organizations need to implement tools and models to
measure their performance against the market.

Commodity Pricing Mechanisms
There are various mechanisms under which pricing may change based on the commodity cost
drivers. In some cases, supplier pricing is reduced
automatically under contractual index-based
pricing. The price of these items is based on the
index for either that item or its key raw materials. An effective sourcing strategy will define the
mechanism for index-based price changes with
respect to lag period (delay between change in
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index and when new pricing becomes effective),
collars (the range in which pricing can move),
and caps (the negotiated ceiling price).
In other cases, supplier negotiations yield
lower pricing as procurement managers leverage
market pricing and incremental volume with their
supply base. In categories where material costs are
a significant portion (60 percent and higher) of
the total cost, procurement managers can negotiate decreases of 40 percent or more, from 2008
to 2009 pricing. Some procurement managers
did not realize immediate price relief from market
declines. The reason: their sourcing strategy relied
on fixed pricing or hedging tied to a higher commodity price level, or included a long lag time to
the changes in the indexed pricing.
In a period of declining prices, one of the
key performance indicators for any procurement
manager is whether he achieves pricing, quality,
and service-level improvements in excess of the
market movement. For example, if the market
for polyethylene film declines by 20 percent, a
procurement manager who negotiates 10 days
additional payment terms, one day shorter lead
time, and a 25 percent price improvement,
clearly deliverers value to his business over and
above the market decline. In most scenarios
we’ve observed recently, this additional value
was achieved through a combination of sourcing
strategies that included volume concentration,
joint process improvements, and restructuring
incumbent relationships. Procurement managers that achieve only the market change have not
delivered incremental value above the market to
their companies.
www.scmr.com
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Measuring Price Changes

(continued)

there also is an opportunity to advance supplier relationships.
To gain volume, suppliers are more willing to work with procurement managers to harmonize specifications, and implement process and supply chain improvements. Procurement
managers can introduce additional supplier competition by
harmonizing or expanding their specifications. Suppliers are
more willing to implement cost improvement projects, especially if savings are shared. Procurement managers should
evaluate substitution options as the relative pricing of materials may have changed.
Supplier relationship management strategies will also
focus on determining the financial health and future capa-

There are several ways to measure ongoing market price
changes. Chemical and resin markets have region-specific subscriber indices such as Platt’s, CMAI, CDI, and
ICIS, that provide market pricing for many commodity
items based on weekly surveys of buyers and sellers. One
can also view the commodity pricing on exchanges such
as LME, NYMEX, and CBOT to see price changes for
agricultural products, energy, fuels, resins, and packaging.
Other published indices provide market price changes in
IT hardware, labor costs, travel, and other services.
Procurement managers also can track market price
reductions using cost models where there is a high
correlation between the purchased good and an To achieve above-market performance
ingredient or component, typically its feedstock,
which is tracked in price surveys. Cost models in a declining price environment, the
also have the advantage of taking into account the
procurement manager must utilize
impact of commodity price changes on supplier
processing and transportation costs.
multiple sourcing options.

Leveraging Strategies
Nearly all categories have some cost drivers that have
declined in the last six months. For example, lower energy
pricing affects hotel, travel, metals, mining, and construction costs. Lower pricing for natural oils (such as corn, soy,
palm, and coconut) affects cosmetics and food pricing.
Metal pricing strongly impacts plant maintenance, parts,
and service costs, as well as some dyes and chemicals.
To achieve above-market performance in a declining
price environment, the procurement manager must utilize
multiple sourcing options. Leverage opportunities abound
during times of excess supply capacity—if an organization is
positioned to qualify and implement new suppliers quickly.
In a weak demand environment, suppliers seek additional
volume to increase capacity utilization (and operating efficiency), if the additional volume is priced above their variable cost. In a period of weak global demand, suppliers will
shed capacity, especially capacity that is high-cost, poorly
integrated, or utilizes less preferred technology. These suppliers need to compete for business to operate their plants,
since idle plants do not provide cash flow to cover interest
payments, maintenance, or corporate overhead costs.
Successful leverage strategies include bundling spend
across multiple divisions, plants, regions, and categories. This
is also an excellent time to introduce low-cost country suppliers to the supply base, as local and incumbent suppliers will be
under greater competitive pressure to match global pricing.

Supplier Relationship Opportunities
Sourcing during times of declining commodity pricing and
weak demand often focuses on leverage techniques, but
www.scmr.com

bility of the supply base. This is particularly important in
the wake of several major suppliers including Lyondell,
Smurfit-Stone, Foamex, and Tronox restructuring under
Chapter 11 in 2009.

Contract Strategies
During times of declining raw material pricing, procurement organizations also have the ability to add value to
their businesses by implementing an effective contract
strategy. Fixed price contracts are not a good strategy when
prices are declining. However, when pricing is at the bottom of the cycle, it is clearly advantageous to enter into
longer term contracts that are structured to protect future
pricing. These contracts should limit potential increases,
extend periods of fixed pricing, and tie to well-established
indices.
Procurement managers have the ability to outperform
markets by implementing rigorous category sourcing
strategies. These strategies focus on leverage and supplier relationship management to deliver value in weak
demand markets. To evaluate the procurement manager’s performance, it is critical to measure against market
price declines. Market price movements are determined
by analysis of market price indices published in industry
journals or through cost models. The cost models must be
sophisticated enough to incorporate changes in raw material pricing, as well as the impact of changes in processing,
by-product, and transportation pricing. To ensure that procurement benefits are maintained, an effective contracting and supplier relationship management strategy is also
essential.
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